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SUMMARY OF PROJECT
Data Base Management and Analysis of Fisheries in Illinois (Project F-69-R(4-6)) is a
continuation of F-69-R(1-3) and F-46-R with significant additions. The Final report is
divided into four Aquatic Ecology Technical Reports 93/6 through 93/9:
'Fisheries Analysis System (FAS): STATE FAS Database and Programs' (93/6)
describes the design of the new statewide database based on Paradox 4.0. Uploading,
text outputs, and reporting procedures are described. A new set of stand-alone
programs to output catch-per-unit-effort, stock indices, length frequencies, and
condition factors from the statewide database are described. Updates to DOC9
DISTRICT FAS programs are described, in addition to a new program that outputs
limnological data.
'Fisheries Analysis System (FAS): Creel Survey Analyses' (93/7) summarizes results
from 107 annual daytime creels begun in F-69-R(1-3), F-29-D, and continued through
F-69-R(4-6). A highly stratified random design produced 95% confidence limits of
±10-30% of mean total harvest and ±5-15% of total angling effort for most of the
daytime creel surveys, which included impoundments ranging from 13 to 18,900
acres. Increasing the proportion of day-periods sampled from 30 to 45-55%
imporoved the precision of estimates on smaller lakes, but precision was already
relatively low for large lakes (with more than one section) at the 25-35% level.
Therefore, sampling costs could be reduced on larger lakes with minimal loss in
precision. Seventy-eight percent of the variation in log(harvest/area) was explained
by log(angler-hours/area). This strong, linear relationship indicated that high
angling intensities did not result in a reduction in total harvest. Also, a preliminary
analysis across lakes suggested that high yields were not obtained at the expense of
smaller fish.
'Environmental Classification of Illinois Lakes and Relationships with fish
communities' (93/8) is the first analysis that attempts to classify Illinois lakes
according to physico-chemical features and relate this classification to fish species
and guilds. This provides a first step towards understanding, and eventually
managing, groups of ecologically similar lakes, and to utilizing group members as
treatments and controls in experimental management programs.
Finally, the 'Compendium of 143 Illinois Lakes: bathymetry, physico-chemical
features, and Habitats' (93/9) contains the first detailed information on a large set of
Illinois lakes of use to managers and researchers. This is a culmination of field work
begun during F-46-R in 1985. Maps indicate bathimetry, shoreline habitat types, and
Illinois Department of Conservation fish sampling locations. Tables describe
physical, chemical, and historical information on each lake.
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Preface
This report contains a variety of information about 143 Illinois lakes given in a table
and two figures for each lake. The tables lists various characteristics of the lake such
as location, morphometry, water chemistry, species present in the lake and general
habitat descriptions. The first figure is a bathymetric map of the lake showing
selected contours. All contours mapped are not shown due to lack of space. The
second figure gives habitat descriptions and location of IDOC sampling sites. These
maps are not intended for navigation or engineering purposes.
This technical report is part of the final report of Project F-69-R (4-6), Data Base Management and Analysis of
Fisheries in Impoundments, which was conducted under a memorandum of understanding between the Illinois
Department of Conservation and the Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois. The actual work was performed
by the Illinois Natural History Survey, a division of the Department of Energy and Natural Resources. The project
was supported through Federal Aid in Sport Fish Restoration (Dingell-Johnson) by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
the Illinois Department of Conservation, and the Illinois Natural History Survey. The form, content, and data
interpretation are the responsibility of the University of Illinois and the Illinois Natural History Survey, and not that
of the Illinois Department of Conservation.
Acknowledgments
Numerous people have helped with the development of this compendium
including: Chuck Alexander, Craig Birkey, Dan Gavrilovic, Rob Maher, and Joe
Stepping. We would also like to thank numerous state agencies and private
consulting firms who provided base maps for many water bodies. We have tried to
list on the map the proper credit for the original map source where available.
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2Listing of all lakes in Volumes 1 and 2 ordered alphabetically by lake name
with map reference - lakes in Volume 2 in uppercase and bold
Lake Name County Region District Map Reference
ALLISON LAKE .................
Argyle Lake ...........................
ASHLAND NEW RESERVOIR....
AUGUSTA ...... ..............
Atwood ............................. .
BALDWIN LAKE ................
BEALL WOODS.................
BEAVER DAM LAKE ...........
Big Lake ..............................
Bluff Lake (FCOL) ......................
BORAH LAKE ...................
Braidwood Lake .......... ..............
Canton Lake ........................... .
Carlton ................................
CARTHAGE LAKE ..............
Catherine (FCOL) .....................
CENTRALIA .................
Channel Lake (FCOL) ..................
Charleston Side Channel L ..............
Clinton Lake ............... .. ........
COFFEEN LAKE ................
Cross Lake .............................
Dawson Lake ..........................
Decatur ................................
Defiance Lake ..........................
Diamond Lake ..........................
DOLAN STATE LAKE ............
Dresden Lake ...........................
East Branch Reservoir ..................
EAST FORK LAKE ..............
Eureka .................................
Fairfield ..............................
FERNE CLYFFE ................
FORBES LAKE...................
Forest Lake....... .. ..................
Fox/Nippersink (FCOL) ...............
FRANK HOLTEN LAKE #3 .......
FRANK HOLTEN MAIN LAKE ...
Gages Lake .............................
George ................................
Georgetown Reservoir ..................
GILLESPIE NEW CITY LAKE ......
GILLESPIE OLD CITY LAKE .......
LOGAN ........ 4 ..
McDonough ........ 1......
CASS .......... 4 ....
HANCOCK ..... 4 ....
McHenry .......... 2.....
RANDOLPH....4....
WABASH......5 ....
MACOUPIN .... 4 ...
Kendall ........... 2......
Lake .............. 2......
RICHLAND .... 5....
W ill .............. 2......
Fulton ............. 1......
W hiteside ........ 1 .....
HANCOCK.....4....
Lake .............. 2......
MARION ...... 5 ....
Lake .............. 2......
Coles ............. 3......
Dew itt ........... 3......
MONTGOMERY 4 ....
Lake .............. 2 ......
M cLean ........... 3......
M acon ............. 3......
McHenry .......... 2......
Lake .............. 2 ......
HAMILTON .... 5 ....
Grundy ............ 2......
Dupage ........... 2......
RICHLAND .... 5 ....
Woodford ......... 1......
Lake .............. 2......
JOHNSON ..... 5 ....
MARION ...... 5....
Lake .............. 2......
Lake .............. 2 ......
ST. CLAIR......4 ....
ST. CLAIR ...... 4 ....
Lake .............. 2 ......
Rock Island ........ 1......
Vermillion ........ 3......
MACOUPIN .... 4 ....
MACOUPIN .... 4 ....
11 ....... 1
3 ........... 2
11 ....... 3
10 ....... 4
5 .......... 5
13 ....... 6
15 ...... 7
12 ....... 8
7 ........... 9
6 ........... 10
15 ....... 11
7 ........... 12
3 ........... 13
2 ........... 14
10 ....... 15
6 ........... 16
14 ....... 17
6 ........... 18
9 ........... 19
8 ......... . 20
12 ....... 21
6 ........... 22
8 ........... 23
9 ........... 24
5 ........... 25
6 ........... 26
16 ....... 27
7 ........... 28
5 ........... 29
15 ....... 30
4 ........... 31
6 ........... 32
18 ....... 33
14 ....... 34
6 ........... 35
6 ........... 36
13 ....... 37
13 ....... 38
6 ........... 39
2 .......... 40
8 ........... 41
12 ....... 42
12 ....... 43
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Region District Map Reference
GLEN SHOALS ..................
Grass Lake (FCOL) ......................
GREENVILLE NEW CITY LAKE...
GREENVILLE OLD CITY LAKE ....
Heidecke Lake ..........................
Herick Lake ................ .........
Highland Lake .........................
HIGHLAND OLD CITY LAKE .....
HILLSBORO OLD CITY LAKE .....
Homer Lake ..........................
Honey Lake ...........................
HORSESHOE LAKE ..............
HORTON LAKE .................
JACKSONVILLE .................
JONES STATE LAKE .............
Kakusha .... ..........................
KINKAID LAKE .................
Lake of the W oods ......................
LaSalle Cooling Pond....................
Le-Aqua-Na.............................
Lincoln Trail Lake ......................
Long Lake- KSP ........................
LOU YEAGER LAKE .............
M allard Lake ..........................
M arie (FCOL) ..........................
M attoon .................................
M azonia Lake #7 ........................
M azonia Lake #8........................
M azonia Lake #9........................
M azonia Lake #10.......................
M cCullom Lake .........................
MEREDOSIA ....................
MERMET STATE LAKE ..........
Mill Creek Lake .......................
M illiken ...............................
M ingo...................................
Monee Reservoir ........................
MT OLIVE NEW CITY LAKE......
MT OLIVE OLD CITY LAKE.......
MT STERLING LAKE ............
MURPHYSBORO..............
MURRAYWOOD RESERVOIR....
NEWTON LAKE.................
NELLIE......................
Oakland City Lake ....................
ONE HORSE GAP LAKE ..........
MONTGOMERY
Lake ..............
BOND .........
BOND .........
Grundy ............
Dupage ...........
Lake ..............
MADISON .....
MONTGOMERY
Champaign........
Lake ..............
ALEXANDER...
HANCOCK.....
MORGAN......
SALINE.......
LaSalle ...........
JACKSON ......
Champaign........
LaSalle ...........
Stephenson ........
C lark .............
Vermillion ........
MONTGOMERY
Dupage ...........
Lake ..............
Coles .............
Grundy ............
Grundy ............
Grundy ............
Grundy ............
McHenry ..........
CASS ..........
MASSAC.......
Clark .............
W ill ..............
Vermillion ........
W ill ..............
MACOUPIN ....
MACOUPIN....
BROWN .......
JACKSON ......
MORGAN......
JASPER ........
FAYETTE ......
Coles ............
POPE...........
4 .... 12 ....... 44
2 ...... 6 ......... .45
4 .... 12 ....... 46
4 .... 12 ....... 47
2 ...... 7 ......... . 48
2 ...... 5 ......... . 49
2 ...... 6 ......... . 50
4 .... 12 ....... 51
4 .... 12 ....... 52
3 ...... 8 ............
2 ...... 6 ......... . 53
5 .... 18 ....... 54
4 .... 10 ....... 55
4 .... 11 ....... 56
5 .... 17 ....... 57
1 ...... 2 ........... 58
5 .... 18 ....... 59
3 ...... 8 ......... .60
1 ...... 2 ......... . 61
1 ...... 1 ........... 62
3 ...... 9 ......... . 63
3 ...... 8 ......... . 64
4 .... 12 ....... 65
2 ...... 5 ......... . 66
2 ...... 6 ......... . 67
3 ...... 9 ......... . 68
2 ...... 7 ......... . 69
2 ...... 7 ......... . 70
2 ...... 7 ......... . 71
2 ...... 7 ......... . 72
2 ...... 5 ......... . 73
4 .... 11 ....... 74
5 .... 17 ....... 75
3 ...... 9 ......... . 76
2 ...... 7 ......... . 77
3 ...... 8 ......... . 78
2 ...... 7 ......... . 79
4 .... 12 ....... 80
4 .... 12 ....... 81
4 .... 10 ....... 82
5 .... 18 ....... 83
4.... 11 ....... 84
5 .... 15 ....... 85
5 .... 14 ....... 86
3 ...... 9 ........... 87
5 .... 17 ....... 88
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4Lake Name County Region District Map Reference
OTTER LAKE................
PALMYRA-MODESTO LAKE .....
Pana Lake ...............................
Paradise .............................
Paris East Lake .........................
Paris West Lake ....... .............
PETERSBURG................
Petite Lake (FCOL) ....................
Pierce Lake..............................
Piscateer's Lake ........................
Pistakee Lake (FCOL) ..................
PITTSFIELD LAKE ...............
Pond6 - KSP .. .........................
POUNDS HOLLOW LAKE ........
Powerton Lake ..........................
RAMSEY LAKE..............
RANDOLPH COUNTY LAKE .....
REDHILLS..................
Round Lake ........... .........
Sag Quarry (East) CC....................
SAM PARR LAKE.............
Sand Lake ............ ........
SANGCHRIS ....................
SARA ...........................
Sauk Trail ............................
SCHUY-RUSH LAKE..........
Shabbona Lake .................. ... . ...
SILOAM SPRINGS............
SILVER LAKE................
Sportsmens Lake - KSP ..................
Spring Lake (North) ....................
Spring Lake (South) ... .................
SPRINGFIELD ...................
STAUNTON CITY LAKE .........
Sterling Lake LCFP .....................
Summerset ............................
Tampier CCFPD .......................
TECUMSEH LAKE ...............
Tower Lake..............................
Turner Lake-COLSP .....................
VANDALIA LAKE............
Vermillion .............................
VERNOR LAKE.................
VIRGINIA CITY RESERVOIR .....
W alnut Point Lake ......................
WALTON PARK LAKE ..........
MACOUPIN ... 4 ....
MACOUPIN .... 4 ....
Shelby ............ 3 ......
Coles ............. 3 ......
Edgar ............. 3......
Edgar ............. 3 ......
MENARD ...... 4 ....
Lake .............. 2 ......
Winnebago ........ 1......
Cook .............. 2 ......
Lake .............. 2 ......
PIKE ........... 4 ....
Vermillion ........ 3......
HARDIN ...... 5 ....
Tazewell .......... 1 ......
FAYETTE ...... 5 ....
RANDOLPH.... 4 ....
LAWRENCE ... 5 ....
Lake .............. 2 ......
Cook .............. 2 ......
JASPER ........ 5 ....
Lake .............. 2 ......
CHRISTIAN .... 4 ....
EFFINGHAM ... 5 ....
H enry ............. 1......
SCHUYLER.....4 ....
DeKalb ........... 1 ......
ADAMS........4....
MADISON ..... 4 ....
Vermillion ........ 3 ......
Tazewell .......... 1 ......
Tazewell .......... 1 ......
SANGAMON .. 4 ....
MACOUPIN .... 4 ....
Lake .............. 2 ......
Winnebago ........ 1......
Cook .............. 2 ......
HARDIN ...... 5 ....
Lake .............. 2 ......
Lake .............. 2 ......
FAYETTE ...... 5 ....
Vermillion ........ 3......
RICHLAND .... 5 ....
CASS .......... 4 ....
Douglas ........... 3......
MONTGOMERY 4 ....
12 ....... 89
12 ....... 90
9 ........... 91
9 ........... 92
9 ........... 93
9 ........... 94
11 ....... 95
6 ........... 96
2 ........... 97
6 ........... 98
6 ........... 99
10 ....... 100
8 ........... 101
17 ....... 102
4 ........... 103
14 ....... 104
13 ....... 105
15 ....... 106
6 ........... 107
6 ........... 108
15 ....... 109
6 ........... 110
11 ....... 111
14 ....... 112
2 ........... 113
10 ....... 114
1 ........... 115
10 ....... 116
12 ....... 117
8 ........... 118
4 ........... 119
4 ........... 120
11 ....... 121
12 ....... 122
6 ........... 123
1 ........... 124
6 ........... 125
17 ....... 126
6 ........... 127
6 ........... 128
14 ....... 129
8 ........... 130
15 ....... 131
11 ....... 132
9 ........... 133
12 ....... 134
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5Lake Name County Region District Map Reference
WASHINGTON COUNTY LAKE.. WASHINGTON 4 .... 13 ....... 135
WAVERLY LAKE .............. MORGAN......4 .... 11 ....... 136
Weldon Springs ....................... DeWitt ........... 3 ...... 8 ........... 137
W ilderness Lake ...................... . McHenry .......... 3...... 5 ..... ... 138
WILDWOOD LAKE .............. BROWN ...... 4 .... 10 ....... 139
W olf Lake ............................. Cook .............. 2 ...... 6 ........... 140
W ood Lake ............................. Moultrie .......... 3 ...... 9 ........... 141
Zurich ................................. Lake .............. 2 ...... 6 ........... 142
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Lake County, note that the Fox
Chain (#32) consists of lakes
10, 16, 33, 41, 55, 64, 107, 110.
Figure 1. Locations of Illinois lakes as referenced by number in Table of Lontents.
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7Figure 2. Illinois Department of Conservation planning and management regions
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8METHODS
Lake Morphometry
For each lake an attempt was made to obtain either a recent hydrographic map or
a pre-impoundment topographic map of the basin. In general, pre-impoundment
maps were obtainable for power plant lakes and impoundments created since about
1970. In addition, agencies such as the Illinois State Water Survey (ISWS) and the
Lake County Health Department have created bathymetric maps of many lakes. If
the map was over 20 years old, we generally visited the lake and assessed it for
evidence of significant siltation. If this was the case we re-mapped sections of the
lake, such as the upper end and coves with inflowing streams.
In some cases it was necessary to create original maps. This proceeded as follows:
(1) an outline of the shoreline was obtained either from aerial photographs or from
United States Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5' topographic maps, (2) using a graphing
sonar (Si-Tek HE-357 or Eagle Mach 1) straight, constant-speed transects were made
between known points on the shoreline of the lake (the number of transects
depending on the complexity of the bottom contours), (3) the sonar strip chart of the
transects was interpreted and drawn on to an enlarged copy of the lake outline, (4)
contours were hand drawn on the map, (5) all maps were then either digitized or
scanned and entered into the ARC/INFO geographic information system (GIS)
operated by the Illinois Natural History Survey, (6) coverages were then converted
into Lambert feet coordinates by locating the map on a 7.5' USGS topographic map
and digitizing reference points both on the map and on the quadrangle for which we
had known Lambert feet coordinates, (7) depths were assigned to the contours, and
the GIS gave length of each contour and areas between adjacent contour lines. It
should be noted that, due to limited resources, the maps were developed in a
manner such that the accuracy of depths is no better than approximately 0.5 meter,
an amount that was deemed appropriate for broad scale biological research but
which may be unsuitable for engineering and navigation purposes.
From these data, surface area, maximum depth, and shoreline length were
calculated. All GIS data were stored in English units and, where necessary, were
converted to metric equivalents. Volume, shoreline development index (SDI), and
mean depth (z) were calculated by the formulas in Wetzel (1975):
(1) V = i=1 to n [h/3 (Ai + Ai+1 + \'(Ai + Ai+l))]
where: V = volume (ft3)
h = vertical depth of the stratum (ft)
i = number of depth stratum
Ai = area at depth i (ft2)
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(2) SDI =
2 \(n * Ao)
where: L = length of shoreline (m)
Ao = surface area of lake (m 2)
(3) z = V/Ao
where: z = mean depth (m)
V = volume (m 3 )
Ao = surface area (m 2)
(4) Dv = 3 * (z / Zm) (Cole 1979)
where: Dv = volume development
z = mean depth (m)
Zm = maximum depth (m)
Watershed area was taken from literature sources or calculated from USGS maps.
Retention time was typically calculated as lake volume divided by annual outflow.
Because annual outflow was rarely available, the retention time for each lake was
calculated based on a method described in IEPA (1978) as follows:
storage capacity (m3)
Retention time (years) =
annual runoff (m3/y)
where: storage capacity is the amount of water that the lake holds.
Annual runoff was taken from figure 5 in IEPA (1978) (in inches
per square mile per year). This was converted to cubic
meters of runoff per year for the watershed.
Water Chemistry
Data on four variables were collected; Secchi disk depth, conductivity, pH, and
alkalinity. As with the lake mapping data, we first located water chemistry data
collected by other agencies, particularly the IEPA. Where possible we acquired their
data and calculated average values from collections in July or August. When not
available, we measured these directly as follows: (1) Secchi disk depth was measured
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Illinois Natural History SurveyAusten et al.
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during mid-day on the shady side of the boat using a standard 20 cm black and white
disk, with depth recorded as the average of depth where disk fades from visibility
when lowered and when it appears upon being raised, (2) conductivity was
measured at 0.5 m depth using a Hanna Instruments HI 8633 conductivity meter, (3)
pH was measured using a Cole-Parmer model 5985-80 Digi-sense pH meter, (4) total
alkalinity was measured by acid titration to pH 4.5 using 0.02N H 2SO 4 with
alkalinity being equal to the number of ml of acid used. Water samples for pH and
alkalinity analysis were taken at 0.5 m depth, chilled, and analyzed that evening in
the laboratory.
Weather Data
One hundred and seventy-five weather reporting stations located throughout
Illinois collect data for the Midwest Climate Information System (MICIS) database.
Latitude and longitude for each weather station in MICIS and lakes in the FAS
database were determined. By finding the smallest Euclidean distance between each
combination of station and lake, the stations were paired with the individual lakes.
From each weather reporting station we obtained two statistics describing gross
temperature conditions. Cooling degree days (also called growing degree days) is the
sum over a year of the difference between the average daily temperature and a base
temperature of 50° F. Length of growing season is the number of days between the
last day in the spring with a 32° F low and the first day in the fall with a 32° F low.
Both statistics were calculated as the mean value over the period from 1948 to 1990.
Habitat Descriptions
Habitat coding, given in the second map for each lake, attempts to characterize
the major habitat types for each lake. All habitats were visually inspected and
coding was based on a priori discussions of what comprised each specific habitat
type. To improve consistency of habitat ratings, three people did all ratings, at least
one of which visited each lake. Three types of habitat are discussed: (1) shoreline
habitat consisting of the water-land interface, (2) inshore substrate type and, (3) hard
cover rating which rates the amount of woody cover in the water near shore. For
habitat and substrate we characterized each section of shoreline with a primary and
secondary code; only the primary code is shown in the lake map and the lake
summary page. Both primary and secondary codes are stored in the ARC/INFO
system and are accessible when necessary. Codes are as follows:
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Illinois Natural Historv SurveyAusten et al.
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Habitat Codes Listed for Each Lake
Habitat:
W = Woody debris
E = Emergent vega
R = Rip rap
0 = Open area
D = Docks
T = Retaining wall
U =Unknown
etation
or dar n face
Substrate:
M = Mud or silt
C = Clay
S = Sand
G = Gravel
B = Rock or boulder
U = Unknown
Hard Cover Rating:
0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
1 = 0% woody debris with docks or 1-33% woody debris.
2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks or 34-66% woody debris.
3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks or > 67% woody debris.
In the tabular output for each lake a habitat discription is given showing the
percentage of the lake comprised of each habitat type and the percentage of the each
habitat type that was sampled by electrofishing. This is useful as an indicator of the
potential sampling bias accorded to selection for or against certain habitat types.
This information can also be used when comparing samples between lakes where
samples encompassed differing percentages of habitats. Correction can be made for
differential habitat sampling.
Species Presence
This is based on a search of all samples in the state FAS system for each lake. If
the species was caught in any sample on a particular lake it is noted as being present
in that lake.
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
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IDOC Lake Class
Indicates the ownership and management responsibility for the lake.
ST - State: waters owned or leased by the Illinois Department of
Conservation.
PU - Public: waters open to the public and owned or leased by other
governmental agencies.
OR - Organizational: waters owned or leased by sportsmen's club,
homeowners association, scouts, etc.
PR - Private: privately owned or leased waters which are not operated by
organizations or as commercial areas.
Lake Type Codes
Indicates the origin of the lake
AA - artificial, dammed only
AD - artificial, dug and dammed
AO - artificial, other
AQ - artificial, quarry
AS - artificial, strip mine
NB - natural, bottomland
NG - natural, glacial
NO - natural, other
N R - natural, river backwater
NS - natural, sinkhole
UN- unknown
Natural Division
The natural division listed for each lake refers to the classification of
Schwegman (1973). These 14 divisions were based on physiography, flora, fauna,
soil types and soil origins. The natural divisions (Figure 3) were distinguished
according to "differences in significant aspects of topography, soils, bedrock, glacial
history and distribution of plants and animals" (Schwegman 1973). Whether these
divisions influence fish communities is unknown.
-nuatic Ecoiloav hn"cai eDort 3eal f?( Austen et at. Illinois Natural History Survey
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Availability of Maps
Copies of maps will be available from the Illinois Department of Conservation,
Division of Fisheries, 600 North Grand Avenue West, Springfield, IL 62701-1787.
REFERENCES
Cole, G. A. 1979. Textbook of Limnology. Second Edition. The C.V. Mosby Company, St. Louis, Missouri.
IEPA. 1978. Assessment and classification of Illinois lakes. Volume I. Staff Report, Water Quality
Management Planning Program, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, Springfield, Illinois.
Schwegman, J. E. 1973. Comprehensive plan for the Illinois Nature Preserves System, Part 2. The
Natural Divisions of Illinois. Illinois Nature Preserves Commission, Springfield, IL. 32 pages.
Wetzel, R. G. 1975. Limnology. Saunders. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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Wisconsin Driftless Division
2 Rock River Hll Country Division
o Freeport Section
b Oregon Section
Northeastern Morcanal Division
o Maranal Section
b Lake Michigan Dunes Section
c Chicago Lake Plain Section
d Winnebago Drift Section
SGrand Prairie Division
a Grand Prairie Section
b Springfield Section
c Western Section
d Green River Lowland Section
e Konkokee Sond Area Section
S5 Upper Mississippi River and Illinois
River Bottomlonds Division
a Illinois River Section
b Mississippi River Section
S6 Illinois River and Mississippi
River Sand Areas Division
a Illinois River Section
b Mississippi Rover Section
7 Western Forest-Proirie Division
a Galesburg Section
b Carlinville Section
S 8 Middle Mississippi border Division
a Glociated Section
b Driftless Section
9 Southern Till Plain Division
o Effinghom Plain Section
b Mt Vernon Hill Country Section
10 Wabash Border Division
a Bottomiaonds Section
b Southern Uplands Section
c Vermilion Rover Section
I1 Ozark Division
a Northern Section
b Central Section
c Southern Section
12 Lower Mississippi River Bottomlands I
a Northern Section
b Southern Section
13 Shawnee Hills Division
a Greater Shawnee Hills Section
b Lesser Shawnee Hills Section
I14 Coastal Plain Division
a Cretaceous HIlls Section
b 4ott,"-londc Section
Figure 3. The natural divisions of Illinois as proposed in Schwegman (1973)
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Compendium of 143 Illinois Lakes:
Bathymetry, physico-chemical features, and
habitats
Volume 2 - Lakes in Regions 4 and 5
Illinois Natural History Survey
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ALLISON LAKE
County: LOGAN
Latitude: 400854
Longitude: 892448
Township: T20N
Range: R3W
Section: 27
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District: 11
IDOC Lake Number: 4609
STORET Lake Code:
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AO
Natural Division: 4B
Year Constructed: 1968
USGS 7.5' Quad: LINCOLN WEST
Major River Basin: SANGAMON
Inflowing Stream: NONE
Outflowing Stream: NONE
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 46
Conductivity (umhos): 435
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 130
pH: 7.1
Surface Area (ha): 24.0
Surface Area (acres): 57.5
Mean Depth (m): 1.72
Maximum Depth (m): 2.74
Shore Length (km): 2.09
Shoreline Dev. Index: 1.2
Watershed Area (ha): 882
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 412.28
Retention Time (yrs): 0.2
Volume Dev. Index: 1.88
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
0.37
0.77
1.7
170.7
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 180
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 3551
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Tvne Total Shoreline Samnled by Electrofishine
O/G/0
O/M/O
R/B/0
W/M/1
11
21
37
31
18
37
19
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead Largemouth Bass
Bluegill River Carpsucker
Brook Silverside Shorthead Redhorse
Carp Smallmouth Bass
Channel Catfish White Bass
Freshwater Drum White Crappie
Gizzard Shad
Green Sunfish
Green Sunfish X Bluegill
Highfin Carpsucker
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural Historv Survey
Notes and Comments:
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LMap Source: Illinois Natural History Survey
Mapping Method: Transect, outline from 7.5 min.
USGS topographic map
SDate completed: 7/18/89.1
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O/G/O
W/M/1
Habitat Codes
Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover
Habitat:
W = Woody debris
E = Emergent vegetation
R = Rip rap
0 = Open area
D = Docks
T = Retaining wall or dain face
U = Unknown
Substrate:
M = Mud or silt
C = Clay
S = Sand
G = Gravel
B = Rock or boulder
U = Unknown
Hard Cover Rating:
0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
1-33% woody debris.
2 = 1-33% woody debris with many
docks or 34-66% woody debris.
3 = 34-66% woody debris with many
docks or > 67% woody debris.
Data compiled by the Illinois
Natural History Survey
Date 7/18/89
Illinois Natural History Survey
R/B/0
Austen et al.
ASHLAND NEW RESERVOIR
County: MORGAN
Latitude: 395145
Longitude: 900230
Township: T16N
Range: R9W
Section: 2
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:11
IDOC Lake Number: 4608
STORET Code: SD-BO6-H
IDOC Lake Class:
Lake Origin:
Natural Division: 4B-
Surface Area (ha): 2.7
Surface Area (acres): 6.4
Mean Depth (m): 3.91
Maximum Depth (m): 7.32
Shore Length (km): 0.84
Shoreline Dev. Index: 1.45
Year Constructed: 1978
USGS 7.5' Quad: PRENTICE
Major River Basin: ILLINOIS
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: TRB>LILINDIAN>ILLINOIS
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 112
Conductivity (umhos): 556
Total Alkalinity (mg/1):
pH: 83 Growing Season (days): 179
Watershed Area (ha): 15
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 104.24
Retention Time (yrs): 3.1
Volume Dev. Index: 1.6
Maximum Length (km): 0.137
Maximum Width (km): 0.297
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 4.25
Pool Elevation (m msl): 188
Climatic Information:
Growing Deg. Days (50 0F base): 3555
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/C/0 91 91
E/C/1 9 9
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead
Bluegill
Carp
Channel Catfish
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
Redear Sunfish
Yellow Bullhead
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
Notes and Comments:
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Habitat Codes (given as a three character code: Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover)
Habitat: Substrate: Hard Cover Rating:
W = Woody debris M = Mud or silt 0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay 1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
R = Rip rap S = Sand 1-33% woody debris.
0 = Open area G = Gravel 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder or 34-66% woody debris.
T = Retaining wall or dam face U = Unknown 3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
U = Unknown or greater than 67% woody debris.
Information compiled by the Illinois Natural History Survey, completed 7/90
,q% -MONOOFNl
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AUGUSTA
County: HANCOCK
Latitude: 411544
Longitude: 905516
Township: T3N
Range: R5W
Section: 12
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:10
IDOC Lake Number: 4604
Storet Code:
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 7A
Year Constructed: 1944
USGS 75' Quad: PLYMOUTH*
Major River Basin: ILLINOIS
Inflowing Stream: INTERMITTENT
Outflowing Stream: INT>FLOWER CR>LA MOINE R>IL R
Typical Water Chemistry:.
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 84
Conductivity (umhos): 125
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 70
pH: 7.1
Surface Area (ha): 10.9
Surface Area (acres): 26.1
Mean Depth (m): 1.93
Maximum Depth (m): 4.57
Shore Length (km): 3.32
Shoreline Dev. Index: 2.83
Watershed Area (ha): 659
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 209.96
Retention Time (yrs): 0.2
Volume Dev. Index: 1.26
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
0.57
0.68
1.7
183.5
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 170
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 3315
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/C/0
R/B/0
W/C/1
19
4
77
4
64
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead
Black Crappie
Bluegill
Carp
Channel Catfish
Grass Carp
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
Warmouth
White Crappie
Yellow Bullhead
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Habitat Codes (given as a three character code: Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover)
Habitat: Substrate: Hard Cover Rating:
W= Woody debris M = Mud or silt 0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay * 1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
R = Rip rap S = Sand 1-33% woody debris.
0 = Open area G = Gravel 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder or 34-66% woody debris.
T = Retaining wall or dam face U = Unknown 3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
U = Unknown or greater than 67% woody debris.
Information compiled bv the Illinois Natural History Survey, completed 10/2 9 /8 6J
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BALDWIN LAKE
County: RANDOLPH
Latitude: 381236
Longitude: 895237
Township: T3S,T4S
Range: R7W
Section: 33,34,3,4,9
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:13
IDOC Lake Number: 195
Storet Code: RO-B05-W
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 9B
Surface Area (ha): 816.7
Surface Area (acres): 1960.0
Mean Depth (m): 2.43
Maximum Depth (m): 14.63
Shore Length (km): 24.13
Shoreline Dev. Index: 2.38
Year Constructed: 1968
USGS 7.5' Quad: BALDWIN*/RED BUD*
Major River Basin: KASKASKIA
Inflowing Stream: NONE
Outflowing Stream: PUMPED FROM KASKASKIA
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 71
Conductivity (umhos): 652
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 133
pH: 82
Watershed Area (ha): 1260
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 24265.29
Retention Time (yrs): 6.3
Volume Dev. Index: 0.5
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 1.06
Pool Elevation (m msl): 131.1
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 193
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 4306
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sam d elp by Electrofishing
O/C/0
R/B/0
R/B/1
T/C/0
W/C/1
88 41
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Bigmouth Buffalo Hybrid Striped Bass
Black Crappie Inland Silversides
Bluegill Largemouth Bass
Bluntnose Minnow Longear Sunfish
Carp Orangespotted Sunfish
Channel Catfish Redear Sunfish
Flathead Catfish Threadfin Shad
Freshwater Drum White Bass
Gizzard Shad Yellow Bullhead
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Green Sunfish X Bluegill
Aquatic Ecoloay Technical Reoort 93/9 (2)
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Notes and Comments:
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BALDWIN LAKE
Map Source: Illinois Power Co. / Illinois Natural
SCALE History Survey
I I i !Mapping Method: Pre-impoundment survey /
0 1.0mi Transect update
[Date completed: 1969 & 4/91
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Habitat Codes (given as a three character code: Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover)
Habitat: Substrate: Hard Cover Rating:
W = Woody debris M = Mud or silt 0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay 1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
R = Rip rap S = Sand 1-33% woody debris.
0 = Open area G = Gravel 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder or 34-66% woody debris.
T = Retaining wall or dam face U = Unknown 3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
U = Unknown or greater than 67% woody debris.
Information compiled byv the Illinois Natural History Survey Date: April 1991A quti- Eolo T Repor 99.. ) A eu i
R/B/O
R/B/O
R/B/O
N
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BEALL WOODS
County: WABASH
Latitude: 382130
Longitude: 875006
Township: T2S
Range: R13W
Section: 11
IDOC Region: 5
IDOC District:15
IDOC Lake Number: 224
Storet Code:
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin:
Natural Division: 10A
Year Constructed: 1972
USGS 7.5' Quad: KEENSBURG
Major River Basin: WABASH
Inflowing Stream: NONE
Outflowing Stream: FARMER BORROW PIT
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 122
Conductivity (umhos): 203
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 115
pH: 7.5
Surface Area (ha): 3.0
Surface Area (acres): 7.3
Mean Depth (m): 1.61
Maximum Depth (m): 3.35
Shore Length (km): 1.11
Shoreline Dev. Index: 1.8
Watershed Area (ha): 61
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 48.73
Retention Time (yrs): 0.2
Volume Dev. Index: 1.44
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
0.4
0.28
2.8
124.9
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 199
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 3972
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
O/U/0 41 41
R/B/0 6 6
W/U/2 53 53
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Crappie
Bluegill
Bluegill X Redear
Channel Catfish
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Green Sunfish X Bluegill
Largemouth Bass
Redear Sunfish
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
Notes and Comments:
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Habitat Codes (given as a three character code: Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover)
Habitat: Substrate: Hard Cover Rating:
W = Woody debris M = Mud or silt 0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay 1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
R = Rip rap S = Sand 1-33% woody debnris.
0 = Open area G = Gravel 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder or 34-66% woody debris.
T = Retaining wall or dam face U = Unknown 3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
U = Unknown or greater than 67% woody debris.
Information compiled by the Illinois Natural History Survey, completed 4/18/89 ,
Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
BEAVER DAM LAKE
County: MACOUPIN
Latitude: 391238
Longitude: 895825
Township: T9N
Range: R8W
Section: 22
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:12
IDOC Lake Number: 189
Storet Code: RD-A06-H
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 7B
Year Constructed: 1870
USGS 7.5' Quad: PLAINVIEW
Major River Basin: ILLINOIS
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: INT>MACOUPIN CR>IL R
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 40
Conductivity (umhos): 207
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 75
pH: 9.0
Surface Area (ha): 22.9
Surface Area (acres): 54.9
Mean Depth (m): 1.92
Maximum Depth (m): 2.44
Shore Length (km): 2.71
Shoreline Dev. Index: 1.6
Watershed Area (ha): 121
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 438.55
Retention Time (yrs): 1.9
Volume Dev. Index: 2.36
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
0.68
0.76
2.3
168.2
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 183
Growing Deg. Days (500 F base): 3855
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/U/0 13 13
W/U/1 82 81
W/M/1 5
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead Redear Sunfish
Black Crappie Smallmouth Bass
Blackspotted Topminnow White Crappie
Blackstripe Topminnow Yellow Bullhead
Bluegill
Bluntnose Minnow
Channel Catfish
Gizzard Shad
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
Rainbow Trout
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
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Habitat Codes
Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover
Habitat:
W = Woody debris W/U/2 G
E = Emergent vegetation
R = Riprap
0 = Open area
D = Docks
T = Retaining wall or dam face
U = Unknown
Substrate:
M = Mud or silt
C = Clay
S = Sand
G = Gravel
Hard Cover Rating:
0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
1-33% woody debris.
2 = 1-33% woody debris with many
docks or 34-66% woody debris.
3 = 34-66% woody debris with many W/U/1 / El
docks or > 67% woody debris. /
Data compiled by the Illinois
Natural History Survey T/U/I 1
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2)
Date 6/11/87
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BORAH LAKE
County: RICHLAND
Latitude: 384630
Longitude: 880402
Township: T4N
Range: R10E
Section: 14,23,13
IDOC Region: 5
IDOC District:15
IDOC Lake Number: 227
Storet Code: RC-A09-B
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 9B
Year Constructed: 1954
USGS 7.5' Quad: DUNDAS
Major River Basin: WABASH
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: TRIB>FOX R>LIL WABASH>WABASH R
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 102
Conductivity (umhos): 132
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 43
pH: 6.8
Surface Area (ha): 52.1
Surface Area (acres): 125.1
Mean Depth (m): 3.23
Maximum Depth (m): 7.92
Shore Length (km): 9.34
Shoreline Dev. Index: 3.64
Watershed Area (ha): 872
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 1686.48
Retention Time (yrs): 0.7
Volume Dev. Index: 1.22
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
1.72
1.58
2.4
143.5
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 206
Growing Deg. Days (50 0 F base): 4292
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Tvpe Total Shoreline Samrled by Electrofishine
D/U/1
E/U/0
O/S/o
R/B/1
R/U/1
R/B/0
W/U/1
W/U/2
W/B/1
5
13
3
5
16
7
6
40
5
5
13
3
5
7
6
36
5
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Crappie
Bluegill
Channel Catfish
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
Redear Sunfish
Warmouth
Yellow Bullhead
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2)
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Habitat Codes (given as a three character code: Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover)
Habitat: Substrate: Hard Cover Rating:
W = Woody debris M = Mud or silt 0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay 1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
R = Rip rap S = Sand 1-33% woody debris.
0 = Open area G = Gravel 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder or 34-66% woody debris.
T = Retaining wall or dam face U = Unknown 3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
U = Unknown or greater than 67% woody debris.
Information compiled by the Illinois Natural History Survey, completed 4/18/89
Illinois Natural History SurveyAusten et al.
CARTHAGE LAKE
County: HANCOCK
Latitude: 402542
Longitude: 910912
Township: T5N
Range: R6W
Section: 13
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District: 10
IDOC Lake Number: 571
Storet Code: RL-B01-E
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 7A
Surface Area (ha): 18.2
Surface Area (acres): 43.6
Mean Depth (m): 3.41
Maximum Depth (m): 6.71
Shore Length (km): 4.1
Shoreline Dev. Index: 2.71
Year Constructed: 1926
USGS 75' Quad: CARTHAGE W
Major River Basin: MISS. N. CENT
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: LONG CR>LA MOINE R>IL R
Typical Water Chemistry:.
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 58
Conductivity (umhos): 235
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 80
pH: 9.2
Habitat Characterization of Lake
Percent of
Habitat Tvoe Total Shoreline
O/u/0
R/B/0
W/U/1
7
3
90
Watershed Area (ha): 782
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 619.4
Retention Time (yrs): 0.2
Volume Dev. Index: 1.52
Maximum Length (km): 1.02
Maximum Width (km): 0.77
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 2.75
Pool Elevation (m msl): 194.2
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 179
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 3590
Percent of Total Shoreline
Sampled by Electrofishing
7
3
65
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead
Black Crappie
Bluegill
Carp
Channel Catfish
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
White Crappie
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
Notes and Comments:
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LAKE CENTRALIA
County: MARION
Latitude: 383327
Longitude: 890016
Township: TIN
Range: R2E
Section: 4,5,9
IDOC Region: 5
IDOC District:14
IDOC Lake Number: 4800
Storet Code: RO-A02-I
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 9A
Year Constructed: 1910
USGS 7.5' Quad: SALEM SOUTH/CENTRALIA EAST
Major River Basin: KASKASKIA
Inflowing Stream: COON CR
Outflowing Stream: CROOKED CR<KASK R<MISS R
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 81
Conductivity (umhos): 421
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 73
pH: 7.9
Surface Area (ha): 105.9
Surface Area (acres): 254.0
Mean Depth (m): 3.06
Maximum Depth (m): 7.01
Shore Length (km): 20.72
Shoreline Dev. Index: 5.68
Watershed Area (ha): 1813
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 3240.72
Retention Time (yrs): 0.6
Volume Dev. Index: 1.31
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
2.53
1.97
2.2
155.1
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 191
Growing Deg. Days (500F base): 3936
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/C/1 98 11
O/C/0 2 2
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead
Black Crappie
Bluegill
Carp
Gizzard Shad
Golden Shiner
Largemouth Bass
Longear Sunfish
Warmouth
White Crappie
Yellow Bullhead
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
Notes and Comments:
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Habitat: Substrate:
W = Woody debris M = Mud or silt
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay
R = Rip rap S = Sand
0 = Open area G = Gravel
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder
T = Retaining wall or dam face U = Unknown
U = Unknown
T f%,. ..
Information compiled by the Illinois Natural
Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover)
Hard Cover Rating:
0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
1-33% woody debris.
2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
or 34-66% woody debris.
3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
or greater than 67% woody debris.
History Survey, completed 10/29/86
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COFFEEN LAKE
County: MONTGOMERY
Latitude: 390220
Longitude: 892309
Township: T7N
Range: R3W
Section: 14
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:12
IDOC Lake Number: 4605
Storet Code: RO-A01-G
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 9A
Surface Area (ha): 446.0
Surface Area (acres): 1070.4
Mean Depth (m): 5.7
Maximum Depth (m): 17.7
Shore Length (km): 77.1
Shoreline Dev. Index: 10.6
Year Constructed: 1963
USGS 75' Quad: COFFEEN
Major River Basin: KASKASKIA
Inflowing Stream: MCDAVID BR
Outflowing Stream: E FK SHOAL>SHOAL>KASK>MISS
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 110
Conductivity (umhos): 653
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 79
pH: 8.2
Watershed Area (ha): 4452
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 27200
Retention Time (yrs): 2.1
Volume Dev. Index: 0.97
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 2.73
Pool Elevation (m msl): 179.8
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 171
Growing Deg. Days (500F base): 3611
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Twve Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/C/0
O/C/0
R/B/0
W/C/1
W/C/2
W/C/0
90
1
13
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead Largemouth Bass
Bluegill Longear Sunfish
Bluegill X Longear Sunfish Orangespotted Sunfish
Carp Redear Sunfish
Channel Catfish White Crappie
Flathead Catfish Yellow Bullhead
Gizzard Shad
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Green Sunfish X Bluegill
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Map Source: Central Illinois Power Service
Mapping Method: Pre-impoundment survey
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COFFEEN LAKE
W/c/2 
- Habitat Codes
Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover
Habitat:
.. W = Woody debris
\ . E = Emergent vegetation
W/C/2 W/C/2 R = Rip rap
S'-'--- O = Open area
D = Docks
R/B/O . ' T = Retaining wall or dam facc
W/C/2 U = Unknown
.- W/C/2 Substrate:
W/C/2 M = Mud or silt
W/C/2 " - ^ X3 C = Clay
" * S = Sand
W/C/2 G = GravelW/C/2 B = Rock or boulderW/C/2 X5 U = Unknown
W/C/2 
SW/C/2 E Hard Cover Rating:
W/C/2 0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
R/ /0 X4 1 =0% woody debris with docks or
-/ '- - C 2  1-33% woody debris.
W/C/2' 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many
/C/2' docks or 34-66% woody debris.
" 3 = 34-66% woody debris with many
W//2 = E7  W/C/2 docks or > 67% woody debris.
W/C/2 . Data compiled by the Illinois
W/C/2. , "-^ Natural History Survey
' , ( . fDate
W/C/2 \ X1 W/C/2
W/C2 W/ C / 2I ,' G3A; - C\
W/C/2 9 WC/2 \
W/C/2
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DOLAN STATE LAKE
County: HAMILTON
Latitude: 380331
Longitude: 882415
Township: T5S
Range: R7E
Section: 26
IDOC Region: 5
IDOC District:16
IDOC Lake Number: 238
STORET Code: RA-A01-A
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 9B
Year Constructed: 1962
USGS 75' Quad: THACKERY
Major River Basin: WABASH
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: LICK CR>WHEELER>SKILLET>WABSH
Typical Water Chemistry.
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 33
Conductivity (umhos): 265
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 60
pH: 8.1
Surface Area (ha): 29.0
Surface Area (acres): 70.0
Mean Depth (m): 1.9
Maximum Depth (m): 5.18
Shore Length (km): 5.19
Shoreline Dev. Index: 2.71
Watershed Area (ha): 431
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 551.3
Retention Time (yrs): 0.5
Volume Dev. Index: 1.1
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
1.02
1.01
1.05
132.3
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 175
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 3965
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
R/B/0 10 9
W/S/1 90 81
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead Warmouth
Black Crappie White Crappie
Bluegill Yellow Bullhead
Brook Silverside Yellow Bass
Carp
Channel Catfish
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Gizzard Shad
Largemouth Bass
Redear Sunfish
Threadfin Shad
Walleye
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Notes and Comments:
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Map Source: Illinois Natural History Survey
Mapping Method: Transect, outline from IDOC
1000ft aerial photo
\Date completed: 7/8/86
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Habitat Codes (given as a three character code: Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover)
Habitat: Substrate: Hard Cover Rating:
W = Woody debris M = Mud or silt 0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay 1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
R = Rip rap S = Sand 1-33% woody debris.
0 = Open area G = Gravel 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder or 34-66% woody debris.
T = Retaining wall or dam face U = Unknown 3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
U = Unknown or greater than 67% woody debris.
Information compiled by the Illinois Natural History Survey, completed 10/29/86,
Austen et al.
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EAST FORK LAKE
County: RICHLAND
Latitude: 384543
Longitude: 880434
Township: R10E,R1
Range: T4N
Section: MANY
IDOC Region: 5
IDOC District:15
IDOC Lake Number: 226
Storet Code:
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 9B
Surface Area (ha): 279.89
Surface Area (acres): 671.5
Mean Depth (m): 3.149
Maximum Depth (m): 10.973
Shore Length (km): 51.177
Shoreline Dev. Index: 8.63
Year Constructed: 1970
USGS 7.5' Quad: DUNDAS
Major River Basin: WABASH
Inflowing Stream: TRIB
Outflowing Stream: TRIB>FOX>WABASH
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 113
Conductivity (umhos): 312
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 51
pH: 8.2
Watershed Area (ha): 2498
Storage Cap. (1000 m3 ): 8813.1
Retention Time (yrs): 1.4
Volume Dev. Index: 0.86
Maximum Length (km): 4.825
Maximum Width (km): 2.187
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 1.35
Pool Elevation (m msl): 144.8
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 206
Growing Deg. Days (500F base): 4292
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Tvve Total Shoreline Samvled by Electrofishing
O/C/0
R/B/0
T/C/0
W/C/1
W/C/2
12
5
1
23
59
2
1
4
10
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Crappie White Crappie
Bluegill Yellow Bullhead
Channel Catfish
Gizzard Shad
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
Longear Sunfish
Red Shiner
Redear Sunfish
Threadfin Shad
Walleye
Warmouth
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2)
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Notes and Comments:
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EAST FORK LAKE
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r . Habitat Codes
Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover
Habitat:
W = Woody debris
E = Emergent vegetation
R = Rip rap
O = Open area
D = Docks
T = Retaining wall or dam face
U = Unknown
Substrate:
M = Mud or silt
C = Clay
S = Sand
G = Gravel
B = Rock or boulder
U = Unknown
Hard Cover Rating:
0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
1-33% woody debris.
2 = 1-33% woody debris with many
docks or 34-66% woody debris.
3 = 34-66% woody debris with many
docks or > 67% woody debris.
Data compiled by the Illinois
Natural History SurveyDato j
Illinois Natural History SurveyAusten et al.
FERNE CLYFFE
County: JOHNSON
Latitude: 372800
Longitude: 885833
Township: T11IS
Range: R2E
Section: 27
IDOC Region: 5
IDOC District:18
IDOC Lake Number: 257
Storet Code:
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin:
Natural Division: 13A
Year Constructed: 1959
USGS 7.5' Quad: GOREVILLE
Major River Basin: OHIO
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: INT>HAPPY HOLLOW CR>SALINE R
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 37
Conductivity (umhos): 73
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 49
pH: 7.2
Surface Area (ha): 6.2
Surface Area (acres): 14.8
Mean Depth (m): 2.69
Maximum Depth (m): 6.4
Shore Length (km): 1.45
Shoreline Dev. Index: 1.65
Watershed Area (ha): 51
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 165.55
Retention Time (yrs): 0.9
Volume Dev. Index: 1.26
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
0.35
0.37
2.2
179.8
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 194
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 4330
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
O/S/0 17 17
W/S/1 83 83
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Crappie
Bluegill
Channel Catfish
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
Red Shiner
Redear Sunfish
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Notes and Comments:
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Habitat Codes (given as a three character code: Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover)
Habitat: Substrate: Hard Cover Rating:
W = Woody debris M = Mud or silt 0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay 1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
R = Rip rap S = Sand 1-33% woody debris.
0 = Open area G = Gravel 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder or 34-66% woody debris.
T = Retainine wall or dam face U = Unknown 3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
U = Unknown or greater than 67% woody debris.
TIfiiv a ; ..- 1 I.i U . i :,; •%i l i tolUcInr%, S.urvPv comnleted 10/29/86)
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FORBES LAKE
County: MARION
Latitude: 384250
Longitude: 884455
Township: T3N
Range: R4E
Section: 10
IDOC Region: 5
IDOC District:14
IDOC Lake Number: 211
Storet Code: RC-A08-D
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 9B
Year Constructed: 1963
USGS 75' Quad: OMEGA
Major River Basin: WABASH
Inflowing Stream: LOST FK
Outflowing Stream: SKILLET<LIL WABASH<WABASH<OHIO
Typical Water Chemistry.
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 53
Conductivity (umhos): 200
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 55
pH: 7.8
Surface Area (ha): 225.99
Surface Area (acres): 542.1
Mean Depth (m): 4.62
Maximum Depth (m): 9.45
Shore Length (km): 35.8
Shoreline Dev. Index: 6.72
Watershed Area (ha): 5585
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 10443.75
Retention Time (yrs): 0.6
Volume Dev. Index: 1.46
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
3.27
4.38
2.2
156.1
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 184
Growing Deg. Days (500F base): 3931
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/M/0 7 5
O/M/0
R/B/0
W/M/2
W/M/3
W/M/1
2
20
4
64 13
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead Hybrid Striped Bass
Black Crappie Johnny Darter
Blackspotted Topminnow Largemouth Bass
Blackstripe Topminnow Longear Sunfish
Bluegill Redear Sunfish
Bowfin Threadfin Shad
Brook Silverside Tiger Muskellunge
Carp Warmouth
Channel Catfish White Crappie
Gizzard Shad White Sucker
Golden Shiner Yellow Bullhead
Green Sunfish
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. illinois Natural History Survey
Notes and Comments:
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FORBES LAKE
E/M
W/
V
W/M/0
W/M/1
W/M/3
W/M/2
W/M/1
Habitat Codes (given as
Habitat:
W = Woody debris
E = Emergent vegetation
R = Rip rap
0 = Open area
D = Docks
T = Retaining wall or dam face
U = Unknown
Information compiled by
a three character code: Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover)
Substrate: Hard Cover Rating:
M = Mud or silt 0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
C = Clay 1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
S = Sand 1-33% woody debris.
G = Gravel 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
B = Rock or boulder or 34-66% woody debris.
U = Unknown 3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
or greater than 67% woody debris.
the Illinois Natural History Survey, completed 7/90
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FRANK HOLTEN LAKE #3
County: ST. CLAIR
Latitude: 383512
Longitude: 900510
Township: T2N
Range: R9W
Section: 27,34
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:13
IDOC Lake Number: 199
Storet Code: RJ-A04-M
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin: AD
Natural Division: 12A
Surface Area (ha): 32.7
Surface Area (acres): 78.5
Mean Depth (m): 1.774
Maximum Depth (m): 2.438
Shore Length (km): 3.35
Shoreline Dev. Index: 1.73
Year Constructed: 1930
USGS 7.5' Quad: FRENCH VILLAGE*
Major River Basin: MISS. S. CENT
Inflowing Stream: TRIB FROM MAIN L
Outflowing Stream: DRAINAGE DITCH
Typical Water Chemistry,.
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 35
Conductivity (umhos): 510
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 124
pH: 6.9
Watershed Area (ha): 209
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 114.43
Retention Time (yrs): 0.2
Volume Dev. Index: 2.25
Maximum Length (km): 1.219
Maximum Width (km): 0.533
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 3.75
Pool Elevation (m msl): 127.4
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 188
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 4148
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/C/0 10 10
O/C/0 17 17
T/U/0 1 1
W/C/1
W/C/3
5 5
66
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Bigmouth Buffalo Shortnose Gar
Black Bullhead Smallmouth Buffalo
Black Crappie Warmouth
Bluegill White Crappie
Carp
Gizzard Shad
Golden Shiner
Goldfish
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
Redear Sunfish
River Carpsucker
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Notes and Comments:
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Habitat Codes
ibitat/Substrate/Hard Cover
Aitat:
= Woody debris
= Emergent vegetation
= Rip rap
Open area
= Docks
= Retaining wall or dam face
= Unknown
strate:
= Mud or silt
= Clay
= Sand
= Gravel
= Rock or boulder
= Unknown
d Cover Rating:
0% woody debris and no docks.
0% woody debris with docks or
1-33% woody debris.
1-33% woody debris with many
docks or 34-66% woody debris.
34-66% woody debris with many
docks or > 67% woody debris.
ta compiled by the Illinois
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FRANK HOLTEN MAIN LAKE
County: ST. CLAIR
Latitude: 383601
Longitude: 900607
Township: T2N
Range: R9W
Section: 21,28
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:13
IDOC Lake Number: 198
Storet Code: RJ-A04-K
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin: AD
Natural Division: 12A
Year Constructed: 1930
USGS 7.5' Quad: FRENCH VILLAGE*
Major River Basin: MISS. S. CENT
Inflowing Stream: NONE
Outflowing Stream: TRIB
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 29
Conductivity (umhos): 268
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 79
pH: 65
Surface Area (ha): 31.1
Surface Area (acres): 74.6
Mean Depth (m): 1.98
Maximum Depth (m): 6.4
Shore Length (km): 4.03
Shoreline Dev. Index: 2.04
Watershed Area (ha): 141
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 617.068
Retention Time (yrs): 1.7
Volume Dev. Index: 0.93
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
1.24
1.31
1.6
124.9
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 188
Growing Deg. Days (500 F base): 4148
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Habitat Type
D/C/1
E/C/0
O/C/0
T/C/0
W/C/3
W/C/1
Percent of
Total Shoreline
2
21
65
2
5
6
Percent of Total Shoreline
aS mpled by Electrofishing
21
53
5
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Bigmouth Buffalo Redear Sunfish
Black Bullhead Shortnose Gar
Black Crappie Smallmouth Buffalo
Bluegill Warmouth
Brook Silverside White Crappie
Carp
Channel Catfish
Freshwater Drum
Gizzard Shad
Goldfish
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Illinois Natural History Survey
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Notes and Comments:
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FRANK HOLTEN MAIN LAKE
O/C/o
El
E/C/O
iD/C/I1
E/C
w/c/1 -
T/C/0 O
\
W/C/1
T/C/0
O"-\ /C/O
\, 0/C/O
Habitat Codes
Habitat/S ubstrate/Harc
Habitat: W
E
R
0
D
T
U
Substrate: M
C
S
G
B
U
r
Woody debris
Emergent vegetation
Rip rap
Open area
Docks
Retaining wall or dam face
Unknown
Mud or silt
Clay
Sand
Gravel
Rock or boulder
Unknown
Hard Cover Rating:
0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
1-33% woody debris.
2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
or 34-66% woody debris.
3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
or greater than 67% woody debris
Data compiled by the Illinois
Natural History Survey
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GILLESPIE NEW CITY LAKE
County: MACOUPIN
Latitude: 390845
Longitude: 895310
Township: T8N
Range: R7W
Section: 8
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:12
IDOC Lake Number: 187
Storet Code: SD-A02-U
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 7B
Year Constructed: 1956
USGS 7.5' Quad: PLAINVIEW
Major River Basin: ILLINOIS
Inflowing Stream: GILL OLD L
Outflowing Stream: DRY FK>MACOUPIN CR>IL R
Typical Water Chemistry-.
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 60
Conductivity (umhos): 296
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 123
pH: 85
Surface Area (ha): 81.8
Surface Area (acres): 196.3
Mean Depth (m): 3.33
Maximum Depth (m): 8.23
Shore Length (km): 14.37
Shoreline Dev. Index: 4.48
Watershed Area (ha): 3341
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 2720.99
Retention Time (yrs): 0.6
Volume Dev. Index: 1.21
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
2.09
2.38
2
183.8
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 183
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 3855
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofis
g
E/C/0
O/S/0
R/B/0
W/C/1
17
1
4
78
14
1
4
71
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Crappie
Bluegill
Bowfin
Carp
Channel Catfish
Freshwater Drum
Gizzard Shad
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
Warmouth
White Crappie
Yellow Bullhead
Aauatic Ecology Technical Reoort 93/9 (2)
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Notes and Comments:
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Habitat Codes (given as a three character code: Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover)
Habitat: Substrate: Hard Cover Rating:
W = Woody debris M = Mud or silt 0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay 1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
R = Rip rap S = Sand 1-33% woody debris.
0 = Open area G = Gravel 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder or 34-66% woody debris.
T = Retaining wall or dam face U = Unknown 3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
U = Unknown or greater than 67% woody debris.
Information compiled by the Illinois Natural History Survey, completed 6/21/89N k. -iv --.. -- - -- - --- - -10
Illinois Natural History SurveyAusten et al.
GILLESPIE OLD CITY LAKE
County: MACOUPIN
Latitude: 390846
Longitude: 895147
Township: T8N
Range: R7W
Section: 10
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:12
IDOC Lake Number: 188
Storet Code: SD-A02-T
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 9A
Year Constructed: 1900
USGS 75' Quad: GILLESPIE N
Major River Basin: ILLINOIS
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: GILL NEW L>DRY FK>MACOUP CR>IL
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 61
Conductivity (umhos): 258
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 118
pH: 8.4
Surface Area (ha): 25.9
Surface Area (acres): 62.1
Mean Depth (m): 2.68
Maximum Depth (m): 6.4
Shore Length (km): 7.72
Shoreline Dev. Index: 4.27
Watershed Area (ha): 1483
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 694.28
Retention Time (yrs): 0.3
Volume Dev. Index: 1.25
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
1.54
1
2.83
189.0
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 183
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 3855
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
O/C/O 8 8
R/B/0 2 2
W/C/1 90 88
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead
Bluegill
Channel Catfish
Gizzard Shad
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
Warmouth
White Crappie
Yellow Bullhead
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
Notes and Comments:
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Habitat Codes (given as a three character code: Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover)
HabitatL Substrate: Hard Cover Rating:
W = Woody debris M = Mud or silt 0= 0% woody debris and no docks.
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay 1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
R = Rip rap S = Sand 1-33% woody debris.
0 = Open area G = Gravel 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder or 34-66% woody debris.
T = Retaining wall or dam face U = Unknown 3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
U = Unknown or greater than 67% woody debris.
Information compiled by the Illinois Natural History Survey, completed 10/29/86,
0/(
W/C/'
Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
GLEN SHOALS
County: MONTGOMERY
Latitude: 391050
Longitude: 892950
Township: T9N
Range: R3W,R4W
Section: 7,18,19,30
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:12
IDOC Lake Number: 180
Storet Code: RO-A01-L
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 9A
Year Constructed: 1978
USGS 7.5' Quad: HILLSBORO
Major River Basin: KASKASKIA
Inflowing Stream: MID FK SHOAL CR
Outflowing Stream: MID FK SHOAL CR>KASK R
Typical Water Chemistry.
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 53
Conductivity (umhos): 277
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 93
pH: 6.9
Surface Area (ha): 451.9
Surface Area (acres): 1084.6
Mean Depth (m): 3.679
Maximum Depth (m): 11.582
Shore Length (km): 42.86
Shoreline Dev. Index: 5.68
Watershed Area (ha): 570
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 16639.36
Retention Time (yrs): 11.8
Volume Dev. Index: 0.95
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
3.16
6.54
2.4
179.8
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 183
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 3855
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/C/1 3 3
R/B/0
W/C/1
W/C/3
W/C/2
90 27
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead Longear Sunfish
Black Crappie Orangespotted Sunfish
Bluegill Red Shiner
Carp Tiger Muskellunge
Channel Catfish White Crappie
Gizzard Shad Yellow Bullhead
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Green Sunfish X Bluegill
Green X Longear Sunfish
Hybrid Striped Bass
Largemouth Bass
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
Notes and Comments:
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GREENVILLE NEW CITY LAKE
County: BOND
Latitude: 385702
Longitude: 892156
Township: T6N
Range: R3W
Section: 26
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:12
IDOC Lake Number: 178
Storet Code: RO-A01-P
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin: AD
Natural Division: 9A
Surface Area (ha): 312.4
Surface Area (acres): 749.8
Mean Depth (m): 2.731
Maximum Depth (m): 7.925
Shore Length (km): 38.55
Shoreline Dev. Index: 6.15
Year Constructed: 1%96
USGS 7.5' Quad: GREENVILLE*/MULBERRY GROVE*
Major River Basin: KASKASKIA
Inflowing Stream: DRY BR/KINGSBERRY BR
Outflowing Stream: KINGSBERRY>E.FORK>SHOAL>KASK
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 35
Conductivity (umhos): 269
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 95
pH: 9.0
Watershed Area (ha): 7471
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 8537.26
Retention Time (yrs): 0.6
Volume Dev. Index: 1.03
Maximum Length (km): 4.92
Maximum Width (km): 4.33
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 0.85
Pool Elevation (m msl): 160.0
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 194
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 3745
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
D/C/1 2 1
D/C/2
E/C/0
R/B/2
R/B/0
R/B/1
W/C/2
W/C/l
W/C/3
6
13
13
60
1
4
6
4
18
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead Green Sunfish X Bluegill
Black Crappie Green X Longear Sunfish
Bluegill Largemouth Bass
Carp Freshwater Drum
Channel Catfish Longear Sunfish
Flathead Catfish Warmouth
Gizzard Shad White Crappie
Green Sunfish Yellow Bullhead
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Illinois Natural History SurveyAusten et al.
Notes and Comments:
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GREENVILLE OLD CITY LAKE
County: BOND
Latitude: 385336
Longitude: 892622
Township: T5N
Range: R3W
Section: 9
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:12
IDOC Lake Number: 179
Storet Code:
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AD
Natural Division: 9A
Year Constructed: 1933
USGS 75' Quad: GREENVILLE
Major River Basin: KASKASKIA
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: INT>E FK SHOAL CR>SHOAL CR>KAS
Typical Water Chemistry:.
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 43
Conductivity (umhos): 310
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 105
pH: 8.3
Surface Area (ha): 9.0
Surface Area (acres): 21.6
Mean Depth (m): 2.78
Maximum Depth (m): 5.18
Shore Length (km): 2.37
Shoreline Dev. Index: 2.22
Watershed Area (ha): 356
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 250.55
Retention Time (yrs): 0.4
Volume Dev. Index: 1.6
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
0.64
0.52
3
154.5
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 194
Growing Deg. Days (500F base): 3745
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/U/0 9 2
R/B/0 7 7
W/U/3 84 79
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Bluegill
Channel Catfish
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
Redear Sunfish
Acuatic Ecoloay Technical Penort 93/9 0 Austen et al. 'Ilinois Natural History ' uP.-v
Notes and Comments:
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Habitat Codes (given as a three character code: Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover)
Habitat; Substrate: Hard Cover Rating:
W = Woody debris M = Mud or silt 0= 0% woody debris and no docks.
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay 1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
R = Rip rap S = Sand 1-33% woody debris.
0 = Open area G = Gravel 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder or 34-66% woody debris.
T = Retaining wall or dam face U = Unknown 3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
U = Unknown or greater than 67% woody debris.
Information comDiled bv the Illinois Natural History Survey, completed 6/19/871%
I
1
Austen et al.
HIGHLAND OLD CITY LAKE
County: MADISON
Latitude: 384559
Longitude: 894134
Township: T4N
Section: 29
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:12
IDOC Lake Number: 192
Storet Code:
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Natural Division: 9A-
Surface Area (ha): 1.3
Surface Area (acres): 3.1
Mean Depth (m): 3.04
Shore Length (km): 0.73
Shoreline Dev. Index: 1.8
Year Constructed: 1912
USGS 75 Quad: GRANTFORK
Major River Basin: KASKASKIA
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: INT>E FK SILVER>SILVER CR>KAS
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (an): 71
Conductivity (umhos): 262
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 122
pH: 8.7
Watershed Area (ha): 79
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 39.23
Retention Time (yrs): 0.2
Volume Dev. Index: 1.42
Maximum Length (km): 0.22
Maximum Width (km): 0.23
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 4.5
Pool Elevation (m msl): 154.2
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 201
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 4020
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/M/0 13 5
O/M/O 10 10
O/M/1 29 26
T/M/0 8 8
W/M/1 40 24
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Crappie
Blackstripe Topminnow
Bluegill
Carp
Gizzard Shad
Largemouth Bass
Redear Sunfish
Warmouth
a~uatic Ecoory .echnicIl T ecort 93/9 /2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural Historv Surev
Notes and Comments:
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0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
1-33% woody debris.
2 = 1-33% woody debris with many
docks or 34-66% woody debris.
3 = 34-66% woody debris with many
docks or > 67% woody debris.
Data compiled by the Illinois
Natural History Survey
Dt. r.,
v Lid W .&W
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HILLSBORO OLD CITY LAKE
County: MONTGOMERY
Latitude: 391054
Longitude: 892826
Township: T9N
Range: R4W
Section: 36
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:12
IDOC Lake Number: 181
Storet Code: RO-A04-T
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AD
Natural Division: 9A
Year Constructed: 1917
USGS 7.5' Quad: HILSBORO
Major River Basin: KASKASKIA
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: INT>MID FK SHOAL CR>SHOAL>KASK
Typical Water Chemistry.
Secchi Disk Depth (cm):
Conductivity (umhos): 362
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 105
pH: 8.2
Surface Area (ha): 41.8
Surface Area (acres): 100.3
Mean Depth (m): 3.7
Maximum Depth (m): 7.32
Shore Length (km): 7.85
Shoreline Dev. Index: 3.42
Watershed Area (ha): 1943
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 1547.94
Retention Time (yrs): 0.9
Volume Dev. Index: 1.51
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
1.89
1.3
2.6
179.5
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 183
Growing Deg. Days (50 0F base): 3855
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habhitat Trenp Totnal horeline Samnled by Electrofishine
o/s/0
O/B/O
R/B/0
W/C/2
W/C/1
1
2
1
3
93 45
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Crappie White Crappie
Bluegill Yellow Bullhead
Carp Yellow Perch
Channel Catfish
Freshwater Drum
Gizzard Shad
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Hybrid Striped Bass
Largemouth Bass
Longear Sunfish
Warmouth
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
Notes and Comments:
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Habitat Codes "
Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover
Habitat:
W = Woody debris
E = Emergent vegetation
R = Rip rap
O = Open area
D = Docks
T = Retaining wall or dam face
U = Unknown
Substrate:
M = Mud or silt
C = Clay
S = Sand
G = Gravel
B = Rock or boulder
U = Unknown
Hard Cover Rating:
0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
1-33% woody debris.
2 = 1-33% woody debris with many
docks or 34-66% woody debris.
3 = 34-66% woody debris with many
docks or > 67% woody debris.
Data compiled by the Illinois
Natural History Survey
Date
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HORSESHOE LAKE
County: ALEXANDER
Latitude: 370825
Longitude: 891940
Township: T16S
Range: R2W
Section: 21
IDOC Region: 5
IDOC District: 18
IDOC Lake Number:
STORET Code:
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin: NO
Natural Division:
Year Constructed:
USGS 75' Quad: TAMMS/CACHE
Major River Basin: MISSISSIPPI
Inflowing Stream:
Outflowing Stream: LAKE CR>CACHE R.>MISS. R
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm):
Conductivity (umhos):
Total Alkalinity (mg/1):
pH:
Surface Area (ha): 784.2
Surface Area (acres): 1890.0
Mean Depth (m): 1.07
Maximum Depth (m): 1.68
Shore Length (km): 30.6
Shoreline Dev. Index:
Watershed Area (ha):
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 8160.39
Retention Time (yrs):
Volume Dev. Index:
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl): 98.1
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days):
Growing Deg. Days (500F base):
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
N/A
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Bigmouth Buffalo Logperch
Black Crappie Longear Sunfish
Bluegill Orangespotted Sunfish
Bowfin Pumkinseed
Brown Bullhead Quillback Carpsucker
Brook Silversides Redear Sunfish
Carp Smallmouth Bass
Channel Catfish Spotted Gar
Flier Warmouth
Freshwater Drum White Crappie
Gizzard Shad Yellow Bass
Golden Shiner Yellow Bullhead
Largemouth Bass
Aquatic Ecology Technical Reoort 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
Notes and Comments:
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Mapping Method: Transect, outline from 7.5 min.
USGS topographic map
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E = Emergent vegetation
R = Rip rap
0 = Open area
D = Docks
T = Retaining wall or dam fa
U = Unknown
I = 0% woody debris with docks or
1-33% woody debris.
2 = 1-33% woody debris with many
docks or 34-66% woody debris.
3 = 34-66% woody debris with many
docks or > 67% woody debris.
Data compiled by the Illinois
Natural History Survey
Date 4/91
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HORTON LAKE
County: HANCOCK
Latitude: 403244
Longitude: 912301
Township: T6N
Range: R5W
Section: 1
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:10
IDOC Lake Number: 163
Storet Code:
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin:
Natural Division: 8A
Year Constructed: 1%7
USGS 7.5' Quad: NAUVOO
Major River Basin: MISS. N. CENT
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: INT
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 91
Conductivity (umhos): 320
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 92
pH: 9.0
Surface Area (ha): 4.3
Surface Area (acres): 10.2
Mean Depth (m): 3.4
Maximum Depth (m): 8.84
Shore Length (km): 1.64
Shoreline Dev. Index: 2.24
Watershed Area (ha): 90
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 144.33
Retention Time (yrs): 0.8
Volume Dev. Index: 1.15
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
0.24
0.46
2.6
185.9
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 179
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 3590
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
R/B/0 7 7
W/U/2 93 93
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Crappie
Bluegill
Channel Catfish
Green Sunfish
Green Sunfish X Bluegill
Largemouth Bass
Aauatic Ecolooy Technics3 Reort 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
Notes and Comments:
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* Habitat Codes
Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover
Habitat:
W = Woody debris
E = Emergent vegetation
R = Rip rap
0 = Open area
D = Docks
T = Retaining wall or dam face
U = Unknown
Substrate:
M = Mud or silt
C = Clay
S = Sand
G = Gravel
B = Rock or boulder
U = Unknown
Hard Cover Rating:
0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
1-33% woody debris.
2 = 1-33% woody debris with many
docks or 34-66% woody debris.
3 = 34-66% woody debris with many
docks or > 67% woody debris.
Data compiled by the Illinois
Natural History Survey
Date
Illinois Natural History Survey
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LAKE JACKSONVILLE
County: MORGAN
Latitude: 394021
Longitude: 901244
Township: T14N
Range: R10W
Section: 9
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:11
IDOC Lake Number: 173
Storet Code: RD-B06-I
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 7B
Surface Area (ha): 184.2
Surface Area (acres): 442.0
Mean Depth (m): 3.798
Maximum Depth (m): 9.449
Shore Length (km): 29.916
Shoreline Dev. Index: 6.21
Year Constructed: 1939
USGS 75 Quad: JACKSONVILLE
Major River Basin: ILLINOIS
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: SANDY CR>IL R
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 71
Conductivity (umhos): 495
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 162
pH: 7.8
Watershed Area (ha): 2784
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 6996.72
Retention Time (yrs): 1.2
Volume Dev. Index: 1.2
Maximum Length (km): 3.744
Maximum Width (km): 2.349
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 1.75
Pool Elevation (m msl): 196
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 186
Growing Deg. Days (50T base): 3763
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
R/B/2 1
R/C/1 2 2
R/B/0 3 1
R/B/1 14 3
T/C/1
T/C/0
W/C/3
W/C/1
W/C/2
3
2
56
1
18
19
0
5
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead Hybrid Striped Bass
Black Crappie Largemouth Bass
Bluegill Redear Sunfish
Carp Warmouth
Channel Catfish White Crappie
Gizzard Shad Yellow Bullhead
Golden Shiner Yellow Perch
Green Sunfish
Green Sunfish X Bluegill
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JONES STATE LAKE
County: SALINE
Latitude: 374122
Longitude: 882306
Township: T9S
Range: R7E
Section: 36
IDOC Region: 5
IDOC District:17
IDOC Lake Number: 240
Storet Code: RA-A02-F
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 10A
Year Constructed: 1963
USGS 75' Quad: RUDEMENT
Major River Basin: OHIO
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: INT>HORSESHOE CR>SALINE>OHIO
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 54
Conductivity (umhos): 98
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 31
pH: 8.6
Surface Area (ha): 40.3
Surface Area (acres): 96.7
Mean Depth (m): 3.84
Maximum Depth (m): 8.53
Shore Length (km): 4.26
Shoreline Dev. Index: 1.89
Watershed Area (ha): 391
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 1548.93
Retention Time (yrs): 1.3
Volume Dev. Index: 1.35
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
1.08
1.24
1.35
143.2 "
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 195
Growing Deg. Days (50 0 F base): 4024
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/S/0 5 5
R/B/0
W/C/1
W/B/2
10
46
39
46
17
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Crappie
Bluegill
Channel Catfish
Gizzard Shad
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
Redear Sunfish
Warmouth
Aquatic Ecology Technical Reoort 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Hllinois Natural Histcrv Sure.,
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Habitat Codes
Lat/Substrate/Hard Cover
it:
Woody debris
Emergent vegetation
Rip rap
Open area
Docks
Retaining wall or dam face
Unknown
ate:
Mud or silt
Clay
Sand
Gravel
Rock or boulder
Unknown
over Rating:
woody debris and no docks.
woody debris with docks or
3% woody debris.
3% woody debris with many
ks or 34-66% woody debris.
66% woody debris with many
ks or > 67% woody debris.
Data compiled by the Illinois
Natural History Survey
D^ate
E/C/0 \
V a0
tO
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KINKAID LAKE
County: JACKSON
Latitude: 374625
Longitude: 892250
Township: T9S
Range: R3W
Section: 4,5
IDOC Region: 5
IDOC District:18
IDOC Lake Number: 253
Storet Code: RN-A08-C
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 9B
Year Constructed: 1971
USGS 7.5' Quad: ORAVILLE
Major River Basin: BIG MUDDY
Inflowing Stream: KINCAID CR/LIL KINCAID/SPRING
Outflowing Stream: KINCAID CR>BIG MUDDY R>MISS R
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 1108
Conductivity (umhos): 202
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 67
pH: 8.1
Surface Area (ha): 972.9
Surface Area (acres): 2334.9
Mean Depth (m): 7.565
Maximum Depth (m): 18.593
Shore Length (km): 134.455
Shoreline Dev. Index: 12.16
Watershed Area (ha): 17133
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 29799.92
Retention Time (yrs): 1.7
Volume Dev. Index: 1.22
Maximum Length (km): 12.275
Maximum Width (km): 10.368
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 3.5
Pool Elevation (m msl): 128.0
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 199
Growing Deg. Days (500F base): 4190
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
O/B/0
O/C/0
R/B/0
R/B/1
T/C/0
W/C/1
W/C/2
1
2
92
2
1
13
1
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Crappie Redear Sunfish
Bluegill Spotted Sucker
Carp Walleye
Channel Catfish Warmouth
Gizzard Shad White Bass
Golden Redhorse White Crappie
Green Sunfish White Sucker
Largemouth Bass Yellow Bullhead
Longear Sunfish
Muskellunge
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Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
LOU YEAGER
County: MONTGOMERY
Latitude: 391404
Longitude: 893543
Township: T9N
Range: R5W
Section: 36
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District: 12
IDOC Lake Number: 4607
STORET Code: RO-A03-N
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin:
Natural Division: 9A
Surface Area (ha): 540.2
Surface Area (acres): 1303.6
Mean Depth (m): 3.02
Maximum Depth (m): 9.45
Shore Length (km): 40.2
Shoreline Dev. Index: 4.87
Year Constructed: 1964 Watershed Area (ha): 29785
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 16330.4
USGS 7.5 Quad: BUTLER Retention Time (yrs): 0.2
Major River Basin: KASKASKIA Volume Dev. Index: 0.95
Inflowing Stream: W. FK. SHOAL CREEK
Outflowing Stream: W. FK SHOAL CREEK>SHOAL CREEK>KASKAKIA R
Maximum Length (km): 3.56
Maximum Width (km): 9.76
Typical Water Chemistry: Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 49 Pool Elevation (m msl): 180.4
Conductivity (umhos): 391
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 132
pH:83
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 183
Growing Deg. Days (500 F base): 3855
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofi g
E/C/1
E/C/0O
O/C/0
0/S/O
R/C/1
R/B/1
R/B/0
U/U/0
W/S/1
W/C/2
W/C/3
W/B/1
W/C/1
4
8
1
1
5
14
1
1
3
9
4
12
38
2
1
1
5
14
1
3
9
2
12
34
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead Largemouth Bass
Bluegill Longear Sunfish
Carp River Carpsucker
Channel Catfish White Bass
Gizzard Shad White Crappie
Green Sunfish Yellow Bullhead
Aauatic Ecoloay Technical Reoort 93/9 (2)
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Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover
Habitat:
W = Woody debris
E = Emergent vegetation
R = Rip rap
0 = Open area
D = Docks
T = Retaining wall or dam face
U = Unknown
Substrate:
M = Mud or silt
C = Clay
S = Sand
G = Gravel
B = Rock or boulder
U = Unknown
Hard Cover Rating:
0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
1-33% woody debris.
2 = 1-33% woody debris with many
docks or 34-66% woody debris.
3 = 34-66% woody debris with many
docks or > 67% woody debris.
Data compiled by the Illinois
Natural History Survey
Date 11 /28/89
W/C/1
W/C/1
O/C/1
U/
R/B/
W/B/I
R/C/2
/ ' / %IF
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MEREDOSIA LAKE
County: CASS
Latitude: 395158
Longitude: 903329
Township: T17N
Range: R13W
Section: 34
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District: 11
IDOC Lake Number:
STORET Code: RD-B06-L
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin:
Natural Division: 5A
Surface Area (ha): 594.3
Surface Area (acres): 1432.3
Mean Depth (m): 0.83
Maximum Depth (m): 1.52
Shore Length (km): 27.59
Shoreline Dev. Index: 3.19
Year Constructed:
USGS 7.5' Quad: COOPERSTOWN/MEREDOSIA
Major River Basin: ILLINOIS
Inflowing Stream: WILLOW CREEK
Outflowing Stream: CANAL TO ILLINOIS RIVER
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 13
Conductivity (umhos): 490
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 151
pH:
Watershed Area (ha): 3382
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 4939.41
Retention Time (yrs): 0.7
Volume Dev. Index: 1.63
Maximum Length (km): 7.31
Maximum Width (km): 4.33
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl): 129.2
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 186
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 3763
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/M/1 100 7
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
N/A
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MERMET STATE LAKE
County: MASSAC
Latitude: 371522
Longitude: 885044
Township: T14S
Range: R3E
Section: 26
IDOC Region: 5
IDOC District:17
IDOC Lake Number: 241
Storet Code: RA-B03-B
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin: AD
Natural Division: 14A
Surface Area (ha): 182.9
Surface Area (acres): 439.0
Mean Depth (m): 61
Maximum Depth (m): 3.66
Shore Length (km): 5.67
Shoreline Dev. Index: 1.18
Year Constructed: 1961
USGS 75' Quad: MERMET/JOPPA
Major River Basin: OHIO
Inflowing Stream: NONE
Outflowing Stream: NONE
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 35.56
Conductivity (umhos): 157
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 45
pH:
Watershed Area (ha): 203
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 1159.6
Retention Time (yrs): 1.5
Volume Dev. Index: 0.5
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 0.61
Pool Elevation (m msl): 103.6
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 193
Growing Deg. Days (50 0F base): 4306
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Hita T~LIIL1 F TIh1 t hore~in3 Sa~mnled by Electrofishing
D/B/1
R/B/0
W/C/2
W/C/3
1
50
36
13
41
35
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Crappie White Crappie
Bluegill Yellow Bullhead
Brook Silverside
Carp
Channel Catfish
Gizzard Shad
Golden Shiner
Largemouth Bass
Orangespotted Sunfish
Redear Sunfish
Threadfin Shad
Warmouth
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2)
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Habitat Codes
Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover
Habitat: W = Woody debris
E = Emergent vegetation
R = Rip rap
0 = Open area
D = Docks
T = Retaining wall or dam face
U = Unknown
Substrate: M = Mud or silt
C = Clay
S = Sand
G = Gravel
B = Rock or boulder
U = Unknown
Hard Cover Rating:
0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
1-33% woody debris.
2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
or 34-66% woody debris.
3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
or greater than 67% woody debris
Data compiled by the Illinois
Natural History Survey
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MT. OLIVE NEW CITY LAKE
County: MACOUPIN
Latitude: 390614
Longitude: 894537
Township: T8N
Range: R6W
Section: 28
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:12
IDOC Lake Number: 184
STORET Code:
IDOC Lake Class:
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 9A
Surface Area (ha): 14.8
Surface Area (acres): 35.5
Mean Depth (m): 1.73
Maximum Depth (m): 4.27
Shore Length (km): 3.65
Shoreline Dev. Index: 2.67
Year Constructed: 1938
USGS 7.5' Quad: GILLESPIE SOUTH
Major River Basin: MISS S CENT
Inflowing Stream: PANTHER CR
Outflowing Stream: PANTHER CR>CAHOKIA CR>MISS R
Typical Water Chemistry:.
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 46
Conductivity (umhos): 335
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 95
pH:
Watershed Area (ha): 1349
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 256.96
Retention Time (yrs): 0.1
Volume Dev. Index: 1.22
Maximum Length (km): 0.49
Maximum Width (km): 0.93
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 0.86
Pool Elevation (m msl): 182.9
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 183
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 3855
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Tvype Total Shoreline Sampled bv Electrofishing
E/C/0
E/C/1
9
91 62
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Crappie
Bluegill
Channel Catfish
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
Pumpkinseed
Redear Sunfish
Warmouth
Yellow Bullhead
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2)
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Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover
Habitat:
W = Woody debris
E = Emergent vegetation
R = Rip rap
0 = Open area
D = Docks
T = Retaining wall or dam face
U = Unknown
Substrate:
M = Mud or silt
C = Clay
S = Sand
G = Gravel
B = Rock or boulder
U = Unknown
Hard Cover Rating:
0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
I = 0% woody debris with docks or
1-33% woody debris.
2 = 1-33% woody debris with many
docks or 34-66% woody debris.
3 = 34-66% woody aeons witm many
docks or > 67% woody debris.
Data compiled by the Illinois
Natural History Survey
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MT. OLIVE OLD CITY LAKE
County: MACOUPIN
Latitude: 390509
Longitude: 894439
Township: T7N
Range: R6W
Section: 3
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:12
IDOC Lake Number: 185
STORET Code: RJ-A02-G
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 9A
Surface Area (ha): 14.9
Surface Area (acres): 35.8
Mean Depth (m): 3.341
Maximum Depth (m): 8.839
Shore Length (km): 5.347
Shoreline Dev. Index: 3.9
Year Constructed: 1900
USGS 75' Quad: MT OLIVE
Major River Basin: MISS S CENT
Inflowing Stream: SUGAR CR
Outflowing Stream: SUGAR CR>CAHOKIA CR>MISS R
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 43
Conductivity (umhos):
Total Alkalinity (mg/1):
pH:
Watershed Area (ha): 259
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 498.875
Retention Time (yrs): 0.8
Volume Dev. Index: 1.13
Maximum Length (km): 0.96
Maximum Width (km): 0.61
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 2.55
Pool Elevation (m msl): 199.3
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 183
Growing Deg. Days (500 F base): 3855
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
O/M/0 3 2
T/M/0 2 2
W/M/2 94 54
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Bluegill
Channel Catfish
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
Redear Sunfish
Warmouth
Yellow Bullhead
Aquatic Ecology Technicalteport 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
Notes and Comments:
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Habitat/Substra
Habitat:
W = Woody
E = Emerge
R = Rip rap
0 = Open a
D = Docks
T = Retaini
U = Unknoi
Substrate:
M = Mud or
C = Clay
S = Sand
G = Gravel
B = Rock oi
U = UnknoN
Hard Cover Rat
0 = 0% woody <
1 = 0% woody <
1-33% woo
2 = 1-33% woody debris with many
docks or 34-66% woody debris.
3 = 34-66% woody debris with many
docks or > 67% woody debris.
Data compiled by the Illinois
Natural History Survey
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MT. STERLING LAKE
County: BROWN
Latitude: 400038
Longitude: 904513
Township: T1S
Range: R3W
Section: 4
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:10
IDOC Lake Number: 397
STORET Code: RD-A05-N
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 7A
Year Constructed: 1935
USGS 75' Quad: LAKE MT STERLING
Major River Basin: ILLINOIS
Inflowing Stream: S FK SHELBY CR
Outflowing Stream: SAME>LA MOINE R>IL R
Typical Water Chemistry.
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 20
Conductivity (umhos): 138
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 83
pH: 9.3
Surface Area (ha): 10.0
Surface Area (acres): 23.9
Mean Depth (m): 3.16
Maximum Depth (m): 6.4
Shore Length (km): 2.7
Shoreline Dev. Index: 2.41
Watershed Area (ha): 466
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 314.33
Retention Time (yrs): 0.3
Volume Dev. Index: 1.48
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
0.46
0.81
2.8
193.5
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 183
Growing Deg. Days (500 F base): 3516
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/C/1 91 91
R/B/0
W/C/2
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Crappie
Bluegill
Brook Silverside
Channel Catfish
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
Redear Sunfish
Yellow Bullhead
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) llinois Natural History SurveyAusten et al.
Notes and Comments:
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Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover
Habitat:
W = Woody debris
E = Emergent vegetation
R = Rip rap
0 = Open area
D = Docks
T = Retaining wall or dam face
U = Unknown
Substrate:
M = Mud or silt
C = Clay
S = Sand
G = Gravel
B = Rock or boulder
U = Unknown
Hard Cover Rating:
0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
1-33% woody debris.
2 = 1-33% woody debris with many
docks or 34-66% woody debris.
3 = 34-66% woody debris with many
docks or > 67% woody debris.
Data compiled by the Illinois
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LAKE MURPHYSBORO
County: JACKSON
Latitude: 374625
Longitude: 892250
Township: T9S
Range: R3W
Section: 1
IDOC Region: 5
IDOC District:18
IDOC Lake Number: 255
Storet Code: RN-B03-D
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 9B
Year Constructed: 1950
USGS 7.5' Quad: MURPHYSBORO*/ORAVILLE*
Major River Basin: BIG MUDDY
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: INT
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 47
Conductivity (umhos): 192
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 89
pH: 9.4
Surface Area (ha): 58.1
Surface Area (acres): 139.5
Mean Depth (m): 4.18
Maximum Depth (m): 9.75
Shore Length (km): 11.92
Shoreline Dev. Index: 4.41
Watershed Area (ha): 697
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 2432.82
Retention Time (yrs): 1.0
Volume Dev. Index: 1.28
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
1.57
1.54
2.5
121.9
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 199
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 4190
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
D/M/1 9 4
E/S/0 3 3
E/C/0 10
R/B/1 2 1
R/B/0 2 2
W/S/1 6 6
W/C/2 8 4
W/C/1 52 42
W/B/1 9 9
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Crappie
Bluegill
Bowfin
Channel Catfish
Golden Shiner
Largemouth Bass
Redear Sunfish
Warmouth
White Crappie
Yellow Bullhead
Aauatic Ecoloav Technicsl Recort3 /Q .' Austen et -1. f!tin~;r ~!
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Habitat Codes (given as a three character code: Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover)
Habitat Substrate: Hard Cover Rating:
W = Woody, debris M = Mud or silt 0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay 1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
R = Rip rap S = Sand 1-33% woody debris.
0 = Open area G = Gravel 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder or 34-66% woody debris.
T = Retaining wall or dam face U = Unknown 3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
U = Unknown or greater than 67% woody debris.
Information compiled by the Illinois Natural History Survey, completed 10/29/86
v w Iawl
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MURRAYWOOD RESERVOIR
County: MORGAN
Latitude: 393530
Longitude: 901351
Township: T14N
Range: R10W
Section: 32
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:11
IDOC Lake Number:
STORET Code:
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin:
Natural Division:
Year Constructed: 1963
USGS 75' Quad: NORTONVILLE
Major River Basin: ILLINOIS
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: INT>HENRY CR>SANDY CR>ILL R
Typical Water Chemistry.
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 149
Conductivity (umhos): 477
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 113
pH: 7.2
Surface Area (ha): 2.9
Surface Area (acres): 6.9
Mean Depth (m): 2.99
Maximum Depth (m): 6.4
Shore Length (km): 1.49
Shoreline Dev. Index: 2.47
Watershed Area (ha): 67
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 86.23
Retention Time (yrs): 0.6
Volume Dev. Index:. 1.4
Maximum Length (km): 0.34
Maximum Width (km): 0.27
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 4.3
Pool Elevation (m msl):
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 186
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 3763
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Tvne Total Shoreline Samnled bv Electrofishini
O/C/0
T/U/0
W/C/2
W/C/3
W/C/1
11
3
13
45
30
11
3
6
32
30
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Crappie
Bluegill
Channel Catfish
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
White Crappie
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2)
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Notes and Comments:
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LAKE NELLIE
County: FAYETTE
Latitude: 390257
Longitude: 885058
Township: T7N
Range: R3E
Section: 15,14,23
IDOC Region: 5
IDOC District:14
IDOC Lake Number: 220
Storet Code:
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin:
Natural Division: 9A-
Year Constructed: 1963
USGS 75' Quad: ALTAMONT W
Major River Basin: KASKASKIA
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: INT>SUGAR CR>WATSON >KASKASKIA
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 76
Conductivity (umhos): 182
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 86
pH: 8.3
Surface Area (ha): 24.7
Surface Area (acres): 59.2
Mean Depth (m): 3.64
Maximum Depth (m): 8.23
Shore Length (km): 5.5
Shoreline Dev. Index: 3.12
Watershed Area (ha): 538
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 898.94
Retention Time (yrs): 0.6
Volume Dev. Index: 1.32
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
0.99
1.4
3
177
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 182
Growing Deg. Days (500F base): 3648
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/C/1 97 39
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Crappie
Bluegill
Brook Silverside
Carp
Channel Catfish
Gizzard Shad
Golden Shiner
Hybrid Striped Bass
Largemouth Bass
Redear Sunfish
Threadfin Shad
White Crappie
Aauatic Eclo.v Technicrs Re'ort 3 , t/ Q 2) Austen et al. illinis Natural Historv Survey
Notes and Comments:
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LAKE NELLIE
R/B/0
E/C/E/C/ \
/; /
SE/C/1
/ I' ".\ ;
Habitat Codes
Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover
Habitat:
W = Woody debris
E = Emergent vegetation
R = Rip rap
O = Open area
D = Docks
T = Retaining wall or dam face
U = Unknown
Substrate:
M = Mud or silt
C = Clay
S = Sand
G = Gravel
B = Rock or boulder
U = Unknown
Hard Cover Rating:
0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
1-33% woody debris.
2 = 1-33% woody debris with many
docks or 34-66% woody debris.
3 = 34-66% woody debris with many
docks or > 67% woody debris.
Data compiled by the Illinois
Natural History Survey
Date
O 
1.
T2 '
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/
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NEWTON LAKE
County: JASPER
Latitude: 385313
Longitude: 881816
Township: T5N,T6N
Range: R8E,R9E
Section: MANY
IDOC Region: 5
IDOC District:15
IDOC Lake Number: 225
Storet Code: RB-A09-I
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 9B
Surface Area (ha): 687.7
Surface Area (acres): 1650.4
Mean Depth (m): 5.998
Maximum Depth (m): 15.54
Shore Length (km): 95.58
Shoreline Dev. Index: 10.28
Year Constructed: 1976
USGS 75' Quad: LATONA
Major River Basin: WABASH
Inflowing Stream: LAWS CR/SANDY CR
Outflowing Stream: WT WETHR CR>BIG MUD CR>L WAB>W
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 76
Conductivity (umhos): 580
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 81
pH: 8.2
Watershed Area (ha): 12432
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 41268.14
Retention Time (yrs): 1.0
Volume Dev. Index: 1.15
Maximum Length (km): 6.404
Maximum Width (km): 8.223
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 2.4
Pool Elevation (m msl): 153.9
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 206
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 4292
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/C/1 81 49
R/B/0
W/C/2
1
18
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Bigmouth Buffalo Green Sunfish
Black Bullhead Green Sunfish X Bluegill
Black Crappie Johnny Darter
Blackspotted Topminnow Largemouth Bass
Blackstripe Topminnow Longear Sunfish
Bluegill Orangespotted Sunfish
Bluntnose Minnow Pumpkinseed
Bowfin Smallmouth Buffalo
Carp Spotted Sucker
Channel Catfish Walleye
Gizzard Shad Warmouth
Golden Shiner White Crappie
Yellow Bullhead
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural Historv Sur/p,
Notes and Comments:
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Habitat Codes (given as a three character code: Habitat/Substrate/tiara Lover)Habitat Codes (given as a three character code: Habitat/Substrate/Haro Cover)
Habitat: Substrate: Hard Cover Rating:
W = Woody debris M = Mud or silt 0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay 1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
R = Rip rap S = Sand 1-33% woody debris.
0 = Open area G = Gravel 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder or 34-66% woody debris.
T = Retaining wall or dam face U = Unknown 3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
U = Unknown or greater than 67% woody debris.
Trf.n ; aton -m ;IlA , ,he TIiinnic MNntural Historv Survey, completed 8/29/89III I tIIl I Il L it )II IIl Il-- I LIV" lI . llllll ll , I 'l V &", A , . .. ..... .." - - - - "&f 7..
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ONE HORSE GAP LAKE
County: POPE
Latitude: 373111
Longitude: 882637
Township: Tl IS
Range: R7E
Section: 33
IDOC Region: 5
IDOC District:17
IDOC Lake Number: 247
STORET Code:
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 13B
Year Constructed: 1972
USGS 7.5' Quad: HEROD
Major River Basin: OHIO
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: INT>BIG GR PIERRE>OHIO
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 201
Conductivity (umhos):
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 40
pH:
Surface Area (ha): 12.2
Surface Area (acres): 29.2
Mean Depth (m): 2.49
Maximum Depth (m): 6.71
Shore Length (km): 3.13
Shoreline Dev. Index: 2.53
Watershed Area (ha): 114
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 302.61
Retention Time (yrs): 0.9
Volume Dev. Index: 1.11
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
0.53
0.6
1.9
139.3
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 195
Growing Deg. Days (50 0 F base): 4024
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Tvpe Total Shoreline Samnled by Electrofishing
E/C/0
E/C/1
E/C/2
83
13
4
77
10
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
N/A
Aauatic Ecolooy Technical Reoort 93 /Q (2)
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Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover)Habitat Codes (given as a three character code:
Habitat: Substrate: Hard Cover Rating:
W = Woody debris M = Mud or silt 0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay 1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
R = Rip rap S = Sand 1-33% woody debris.
0 = Open area G = Gravel 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder or 34-66% woody debris.
T = Retaining wall 
or dam face U = 
Unknown 3 = 
34-66% woody debris 
with many docks
U = Unknown 
or greater than 67% 
woody debris.
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OTTER LAKE
County: MACOUPIN
Latitude: 392432
Longitude: 895433
Township: Tl 11N
Range: R7W
Section: 7
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:12
IDOC Lake Number: 182
Storet Code: RD-A06-F
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 7B
Surface Area (ha): 301.4
Surface Area (acres): 723.4
Mean Depth (m): 6.038
Maximum Depth (m): 15.545
Shore Length (km): 61.744
Shoreline Dev. Index: 10.03
Year Constructed: 1968
USGS 75' Quad: PALMYRA
Major River Basin: ILLINOIS
Inflowing Stream: WFK OTTER CR
Outflowing Stream: OTTER CR>MACOUPIN CR>ILLINOIS
Typical Water Chemistry.
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 97
Conductivity (umhos): 320
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 100
pH: 85
Watershed Area (ha): 5257
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 18202.17
Retention Time (yrs): 1.6
Volume Dev. Index: 1.16
Maximum Length (km): 3.02
Maximum Width (km): 6.84
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 3.5
Pool Elevation (m msl): 189.0
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 183
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 3855
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
D/C/1 5 2
O/C/0 5 5
R/C/0 6 6
R/B/0 3 3
R/B/1
W/C/2
W/C/1
W/M/1
1
69
10
1
50
3
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Bluegill
Carp
Channel Catfish
Gizzard Shad
Green Sunfish
Hybrid Striped Bass
Largemouth Bass
Muskellunge
White Crappie
Yellow Bullhead
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Illinois Natural History SurveyAusten et al.
Notes and Comments:
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PALMYRA-MODESTO LAKE
County: MACOUPIN
Latitude: 392639
Longitude: 895727
Township: T12N
Range: R8W
Section: 35
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:12
IDOC Lake Number:
STORET Code: RD-AO6ZP
IDOC Lake Class:
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 7B
Year Constructed: 1965
USGS 75' Quad: PALMYRA
Major River Basin: ILLINOIS
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: INT>NASSA CR>SOLOMON CR>MACOUP
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 90
Conductivity (umhos): 338
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 104
pH: 7.7
Surface Area (ha): 16.5
Surface Area (acres): 39.5
Mean Depth (m): 3.71
Maximum Depth (m): 9.45
Shore Length (km): 4.71
Shoreline Dev. Index: 3.27
Watershed Area (ha): 687
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 610.27
Retention Time (yrs): 0.4
Volume Dev. Index: 1.17
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
1.18
0.62
2.25
195.7
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 183
Growing Deg. Days (50 0 F base): 3855
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
R/B/0
W/C/1
6
94
6
77
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
N/A
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2)
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LAKE PETERSBURG
County: MENARD
Latitude: 395922
Longitude: 895056
Township: T18N
Range: R7W
Section: 23
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:11
IDOC Lake Number: 4610
Storet Code: RE-BO6-L
IDOC Lake Class: PR
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 4B
Surface Area (ha): 74.7
Surface Area (acres): 179.2
Mean Depth (m): 6.24
Maximum Depth (m): 18.9
Shore Length (km): 21.46
Shoreline Dev. Index: 7
Year Constructed: 1962
USGS 7.5' Quad: SALISBURG
Major River Basin: SANGAMON
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: INT>SANGAMON R>IL R
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm):
Conductivity (umhos): 419
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 161
pH: 8.4
Watershed Area (ha): 605
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 4672.83
Retention Time (yrs): 3.9
Volume Dev. Index: 0.99
Maximum Length (km): 1.82
Maximum Width (km): 2.1
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 3.4
Pool Elevation (m msl): 177.1
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 173
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 3569
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Tvne Total Shoreline Samnled bv Electrofishine
R/B/0
W/U/1
W/U/2
88
10
34
10
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead Sauger
Black Crappie Triploid Grass Carp
Bluegill White Crappie
Carp Yellow Perch
Channel Catfish
Flathead Catfish
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Green Sunfish X Bluegill
Largemouth Bass
Redear Sunfish
Redear X Green Sunfish
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
Notes and Comments:
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Habitat Codes
Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover
Habitat:
0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
1-33% woody debris.
2 = 1-33% woody debris with many
docks or 34-66% woody debn s.
3 = 34-66% woody debris with many
docks or > 67% woody debris.
Data compiled by the Illinois
Natural History Survey
Date 6/9/88
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PITTSFIELD LAKE
County: PIKE
Latitude: 393751
Longitude: 904446
Township: T5S
Range: R3W
Section: 16
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:10
IDOC Lake Number: 165
Storet Code: RD-B06-P
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AD
Natural Division: 7A
Year Constructed: 1960
USGS 75 Quad: PITTSFIELD*
Major River Basin: ILLINOIS
Inflowing Stream: BIG BLUE CR
Outflowing Stream: BIG BLUE CR>ILL R
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 54
Conductivity (umhos): 339
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 150
pH: 82
Surface Area (ha): 86.6
Surface Area (acres): 207.8
Mean Depth (m): 3.65
Maximum Depth (m): 9.14
Shore Length (km): 12.28
Shoreline Dev. Index: 3.72
Watershed Area (ha): 477
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 3171.88
Retention Time (yrs): 3.0
Volume Dev. Index: 1.19
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
2.28
1.66
1.25
205.4
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 186
Growing Deg. Days (500F base): 3763
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
R/B/0 2 2
W/C/1 82 37
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead Largemouth Bass
Black Crappie River Carpsucker
Black X White Crappie Walleye
Bluegill White Bass
Carp White Crappie
Channel Catfish Yellow Bullhead
Flathead Catfish
Gizzard Shad
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Green Sunfish X Bluegill
Hybrid Striped Bass
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
Notes and Comments:
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POUNDS HOLLOW LAKE
County: GALLATIN
Latitude: 373702
Longitude: 881627
Township: T10S
Range: R8E
Section: 25,36
IDOC Region: 5
IDOC District:1 7
IDOC Lake Number: 248
STORET Code: RA-A04-O
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 13A
Year Constructed: 1940
USGS 7.5' Quad: KARBERS RIDGE
Major River Basin: OHIO
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: INT>SALINE>OHIO
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 205
Conductivity (umhos): 82
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 20
pH: 7.6
Surface Area (ha): 10.9
Surface Area (acres): 26.1
Mean Depth (m): 3.4
Maximum Depth (m): 7.01
Shore Length (km): 2.91
Shoreline Dev. Index: 2.49
Watershed Area (ha): 414
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 370.08
Retention Time (yrs): 0.3
Volume Dev. Index: 1.45
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
1.12
0.61
3.25
126.5
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 195
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 4024
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofi g
O/G/0
O/S/0
T/G/0
W/G/2 94
3
2
1
94
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
N/A
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2)
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Notes and Comments:
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POUNDS HOLLOW
T/G/O
W/G/2
t./
W/G/2
W/G/2
N
Habitat Codes
Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover
Habitat: w
E
R
0
D
T
U
Substrate: M
C
S
G
B
U
Woody debris
Emergent vegetation
Rip rap
Open area
Docks
Retaining wall or dam face
Unknown
Mud or. silt
Clay
Sand
Gravel
Rock or boulder
Unknown
Hard Cover Rating:
0 = 0%. woody debris and no docks.
1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
1-33% woody debris.
2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
or 34-66% woody debris.
3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
or greater than 67% woody debris
Data compiled by the Illinois
Natural History Survey
Date 10/18/88
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2)
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RAMSEY LAKE
County: FAYETTE
Latitude: 390936
Longitude: 890803
Township: T8N
Range: R1E
Section: 6
IDOC Region: 5
IDOC District:14
IDOC Lake Number: 214
Storet Code: RO-B03-E
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 9A
Year Constructed: 1949
USGS 75' Quad: RAMSEY LAKE
Major River Basin: KASKASKIA
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: RAMSEY CR>KASKASKIA R>MISS R
Typical Water Chemistry:.
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 58
Conductivity (umhos): 373
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 102
pH: 8.8
Surface Area (ha): 22.4
Surface Area (acres): 53.6
Mean Depth (m): 2.54
Maximum Depth (m): 6.71
Shore Length (km): 4.45
Shoreline Dev. Index: 2.65
Watershed Area (ha): 607
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 568.58
Retention Time (yrs): 0.3
Volume Dev. Index: 1.13
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
0.97
0.99
1.38
175.3
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 171
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 3611
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/C/2 12 12
T/U/0
W/C/1 86 34
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black X White Crappie
Bluegill
Channel Catfish
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
Redear Sunfish
Yellow Bullhead
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. !llincis Natural HIstorv Survev
Notes and Comments:
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Map Source: Illinois Natural History Survey
Mapping Method: Transect, outline from IDOC
aerial photo
^Date completed: 7/10/85
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Habitat Lodes (given as a three character code: Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover)
Habitat: Substrate: Hard Cover Rating:
W = Woody debris M = Mud or silt 0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay I = 0% woody debris with docks or
R = Rip rap S = Sand 1-33% woody debris.
0 = Open area G = Gravel 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder or 34-66% woody debris.
T = Retaining wall or dam face U = Unknown 3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
U = Unknown or greater than 67% woody debris.
Information compiled by the Illinois Natural History Survey, completed 10/29/86,
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Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
RANDOLPH COUNTY LAKE
County: RANDOLPH
Latitude: 375825
Longitude: 894521
Township: T6S
Range: R6W
Section: 32
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:13
IDOC Lake Number: 292
Storet Code: RI-A02-B
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin: AD
Natural Division: 11B
Surface Area (ha): 32.6
Surface Area (acres): 78.3
Mean Depth (m): 4.78
Maximum Depth (m): 10.06
Shore Length (km): 6.18
Shoreline Dev. Index: 3.04
Year Constructed: 1961
USGS 75' Quad: CHESTER*
Major River Basin: MISS. SOUTH
Inflowing Stream: MORRISON BR
Outflowing Stream: TRINDALL CR>LIL MARYS R>MISS R
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 201
Conductivity (umhos): 255
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 125
pH: 7.6
Watershed Area (ha): 809
Storage Cap. (1000 m 3 ): 1558.06
Retention Time (yrs): 0.6
Volume Dev. Index: 1.42
Maximum Length (km): 1.32
Maximum Width (km): 0.82
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 2.6
Pool Elevation (m msl): 138.4
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 199
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 4190
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
D/C/1 8 8
E/C/0 18 8
O/C/0 1 1
R/B/0 3 3
W/C/1 69 67
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Bluegill
Channel Catfish
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
Rainbow Trout
Redear Sunfish
Smallmouth Bass
', atic -^C c ic , c c rr s Penort 3,' (. . Illinois Natural History SurveyAusten et a!.
Notes and Comments:
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Map Source: Illinois Natural History Survey
Mapping Method: Transect, outline from 7.5 min.
USGS topographic map
Date completed: 9/28/88
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Habitat Codes (given as a three character code: Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover)
Habitat: Substrate: Hard Cover Rating:
W = Woody debris M = Mud or silt 0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay 1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
R = Rip rap S = Sand 1-33% woody debris.
0 = Open area G = Gravel 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder or 34-66% woody debris.
T = Retaining wall or dam face U = Unknown 3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
U = Unknown or greater than 67% woody debris.
Information comniled hv the Illinois Natural History Survey, completed 5/15/90 ,
4411111111111111
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RED HILLS
County: LAWRENCE
Latitude: 384339
Longitude: 874954
Township: T3N
Range: R13W
Section: 2,3
IDOC Region: 5
IDOC District:15
IDOC Lake Number: 223
Storet Code:
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 9A
Year Constructed: 1953
USGS 75' Quad: SUMNER
Major River Basin: WABASH
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: SAME>MUDDY CR>EMB>WABASH>OHIO
Surface Area (ha): 16.9
Surface Area (acres): 40.6
Mean Depth (m): 2.15
Maximum Depth (m): 7.32
Shore Length (km): 4.47
Shoreline Dev. Index: 3.06
Watershed Area (ha): 397
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 363.67
Retention Time (yrs): 0.3
Volume Dev. Index: 0.88
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 103
Conductivity (umhos): 355
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 49
pH: 9.8
0.85
0.87
1.41
151.8
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 199
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 3972
Habitat Description 
as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sam
d elp by Electrofis 
g
E/U/1
R/B/0
W/U/2
88
3
73
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead
Black Crappie
Bluegill
Carp
Channel Catfish
Golden Shiner
Grass Pickerel
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
Redear Sunfish
Warmouth
White Crappie
Yellow Bullhead
Aquatic Ecolooy Technical Report 93 './ (2)
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Notes and Comments:
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E/U/1
E/U/1
E2
IN
W/U/2
E/U/1
E/U/1
Habitat Codes (given as a three character code: Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover)
Habitat: Substrate: Hard Cover Rating:
W = Woody debris M = Mud or silt 0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay 1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
R = Rip rap S = Sand 1-33% woody debris.
0 = Open area G = Gravel 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder or 34-66% woody debris.
T = Retaining wall or dam face U = Unknown 3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
U = Unknown or greater than 67% woody debris.
Information compiled by the Illinois Natural History Survey,. completed 10/29/86,
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SAM PARR LAKE
County: JASPER
Latitude: 390052
Longitude: 880708
Township: T7N
Range: R10E
Section: 20,29
IDOC Region: 5
IDOC District:15
IDOC Lake Number: 222
Storet Code: RB-A07-A
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 10A
Surface Area (ha): 58.3
Surface Area (acres): 139.9
Mean Depth (m): 3.06
Maximum Depth (m): 8.53
Shore Length (km): 15.43
Shoreline Dev. Index: 5.7
Year Constructed: 1971
USGS 7.5' Quad: ROSE HILL*/YALE*
Major River Basin: WABASH
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: INT>CROOKED CR>EMB>WABASH R
Typical Water Chemistry-
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 36
Conductivity (umrnhos): 189
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 71
pH: 95
Watershed Area (ha): 1578
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 1787.88
Retention Time (yrs): 0.5
Volume Dev. Index: 1.07
Maximum Length (km): 2.2
Maximum Width (km): 1.63
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 2.35
Pool Elevation (m msl): 154.8
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 184
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 3762
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/C/1 68 49
E/C/0
E/C/2
O/C/O
R/B/0
9
4
17
2
4
17
2
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead Redear Sunfish
Black Crappie White Crappie
Black X White Crappie Yellow Bullhead
Bluegill
Brown Bullhead
Carp
Channel Catfish
Fathead Minnow
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Green Sunfish X Bluegill
Largemouth Bass
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Illinois Natural History SurveyAusten et al.
Notes and Comments:
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Habitat Codes (given as a three character code: Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover)
Habitat: Substrate: Hard Cover Rating:
W= Woody debris M = Mud or silt 0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay 1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
R = Rip rap S = Sand 1-33% woody debris.
0 = Open area G = Gravel 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder or 34-66% woody debris.
T = Retaining wall or dam face U = Unknown 3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
U = Unknown or greater than 67% woody debris.
Information compiled by the Illinois Natural History Survey, completed 8/17/88
t
N
I
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LAKE SANGCHRIS
County: CHRISTIAN
Latitude: 393853
Longitude: 892830
Township: T14N
Range: R3W
Section: 19
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:11
IDOC Lake Number: 168
Storet Code: RE-A06-B
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin: AD
Natural Division: 4B
Surface Area (ha): 967.1
Surface Area (acres): 2321.0
Mean Depth (m): 3.83
Maximum Depth (m): 12.8
Shore Length (km): 156.8
Shoreline Dev. Index: 14.22
Year Constructed: 1964
USGS 75' Quad: EDINBURG
Major River Basin: SANGAMON
Inflowing Stream: CLEAR CR
Outflowing Stream: SAME>S FK SANG R>SANG R>IL R
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 97
Conductivity (umhos): 866
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 117
pH: 83
Watershed Area (ha): 18908
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 37014.25
Retention Time (yrs): 0.9
Volume Dev. Index: 0.89
Maximum Length (km): 11.78
Maximum Width (km): 9.84
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 1.58
Pool Elevation (m msl): 178.3
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 173
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 3569
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofi g
R/B/0
W/C/2
3
97 23
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead Green Sunfish
Black Crappie Green Sunfish X Bluegill
Blackspotted Topminnow Largemouth Bass
Blackstripe Topminnow Striped Bass
Bluegill Threadfin Shad
Brook Silverside Warmouth
Carp White Bass
Channel Catfish White Crappie
Flathead Catfish White Sucker
Freshwater Drum Yellow Bullhead
Gizzard Shad
Golden Shiner
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2)
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Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
Notes and Comments:
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Habitat Codes (given as a three character code: Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover)
Habitat: Substrate: Hard Cover Rating:
W = Woody debris M = Mud or silt 0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay 1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
R = Rip rap S = Sand 1-33% woody debris.
0 = Open area G = Gravel 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder or 34-66% woody debris.
T = Retaining wall or dam face U = Unknown 3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
U = Unknown or greater than 67% woody debris.
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LAKE SARA
County: EFFINGHAM
Latitude: 390738
Longitude: 883710
Township: T8N
Range: R5E
Section: 9,10,15,16+
IDOC Region: 5
IDOC District:14
IDOC Lake Number: 221
Storet Code: RC-A09-E
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 9A
Surface Area (ha): 256.0
Surface Area (acres): 614.4
Mean Depth (m): 5.78
Maximum Depth (m): 14.33
Shore Length (km): 61.32
Shoreline Dev. Index: 10.81
Year Constructed: 1957
USGS 7.5' Quad: EFFINGHAM NORTH
Major River Basin: WABASH
Inflowing Stream: TRIB
Outflowing Stream: LIL WABASH R>WABASH R>OHIO R
Typical Water Chemistry:.
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 84
Conductivity (umhos): 237
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 90
pH: 8.3
Watershed Area (ha): 3060
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 14811.32
Retention Time (yrs): 1.8
Volume Dev. Index: 1.21
Maximum Length (km): 3.94
Maximum Width (km): 5.07
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 4.09
Pool Elevation (m msl): 176.8
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 182
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 3648
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
D/C/1 87 2
R/B/0
W/C/2 12
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead Warmouth
Black Crappie White Crappie
Bluegill Yellow Bullhead
Carp
Channel Catfish
Gizzard Shad
Golden Shiner
Grass Carp
Largemouth Bass
Longear Sunfish
Redear Sunfish
Walleye
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
Notes and Comments:
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Habitat Codes (given as a three character code:
Habitat: Substrate:
W = Woody debris M = Mud or silt
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay
R = Rip rap S = Sand
0 = Open area G = Gravel
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder
T = Retaining wall or dam face U = Unknown
U = Unknown
Information compiled by the Illinois Natural
Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover)
Hard Cover Rating:
0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
1-33% woody debris.
2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
or 34-66% woody debris.
3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
or greater than 67% woody debris.
History Survey, completed 10/29/86
- .. numo
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SCHUY-RUSH LAKE
County: SCHUYLER
Latitude: 400349
Longitude: 903313
Township: TIN
Range: RIW
Section: 18,7
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:10
IDOC Lake Number: 450
Storet Code: SD-BO6ZC
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin:
Natural Division: 7A
Year Constructed: 1975
USGS 75' Quad: RUSHVILLE S
Major River Basin: ILLINOIS
Inflowing Stream: CRANE CR
Outflowing Stream: CRANE CR>IL R
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 46
Conductivity (umhos): 298
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 137
pH: 7.3
Surface Area (ha): 101.5
Surface Area (acres): 243.6
Mean Depth (m): 3.77
Maximum Depth (m): 11.89
Shore Length (km): 19.72
Shoreline Dev. Index: 5.52
Watershed Area (ha): 3439
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 3828.91
Retention Time (yrs): 0.5
Volume Dev. Index: 0.95
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
3.84
2.06
1.25
155.5
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 183
Growing Deg. Days (500F base): 3516
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
R/B/0 1 1
W/C/1 99 33
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead Redear Sunfish
Black Crappie Walleye
Bluegill White Crappie
Brown Bullhead White Sucker
Carp Yellow Bullhead
Channel Catfish
Freshwater Drum
Gizzard Shad
Goldfish
Green Sunfish
Green Sunfish X Bluegill
Largemouth Bass
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
Notes and Comments:
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r Habitat Codes
Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover
Habitat:
W = Woody debris
E = Emergent vegetation
R = Rip rap
0 = Open area
D = Docks
T = Retaining wall or dam face
U = Unknown
Substrate:
M = Mud or silt
C = Clay
S = Sand
G = Gravel
B = Rock or boulder
U = Unknown
Hard Cover Rating:
0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
1-33% woody debns.
2 = 1-33% woody debris with many
docks or 34-66% woody debris.
3 = 34-66% woody debris with many
docks or > 67% woody debris.
Data compiled by the Illinois
Natural History Survey
Date 
10/21/86
Illinois Natural History Survey
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SILOAM SPRINGS
County: ADAMS
Latitude: 395233
Longitude: 905603
Township: T2S
Range: R5W
Section: 24
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:10
IDOC Lake Number: 161
Storet Code: RD-B06-B
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 7A
Year Constructed: 1955
USGS 75' Quad: KELLERVILLE
Major River Basin: ILLINOIS
Inflowing Stream: CRABAPPLE CR
Outflowing Stream: SAME>MCKEE CR>IL R
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 137
Conductivity (umhos): 318
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 90
pH: 8.6
Surface Area (ha): 24.1
Surface Area (acres): 57.8
Mean Depth (m): 5.19
Maximum Depth (m): 13.11
Shore Length (km): 6.37
Shoreline Dev. Index: 3.65
Watershed Area (ha): 515
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 1144.8
Retention Time (yrs): 1.1
Volume Dev. Index: 1.18
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
0.98
1.18
2.9
183.5
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 186
Growing Deg. Days (500 F base): 3763
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/S/0 76 59
E/S/1 23 23
R/B/0 1 1
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead Redear Sunfish
Bluegill Walleye
Bluegill X Redear Warmouth
Brook Silverside White Crappie
Carp
Channel Catfish
Flathead Catfish
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Green Sunfish X Bluegill
Largemouth Bass
Rainbow Trout
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Mapping Method: Transect, outline from ASCS
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SILOAM SPRINGS
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over
on
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Hard Lover Rating:
0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
1-33% woody debris.
2 = 1-33% woody debris with many
docks or 34-66% woody debns.
3 = 34-66% woody debns with man'
docks or > 67% woody debns.
Data compiled by the Illinois
Natural History Survey
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SILVER LAKE
County: MADISON
Latitude: 384608
Longitude: 894155
Township: T3N
Range: R5E
Section: 30
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:12
IDOC Lake Number: 191
Storet Code: RO-AO4ZA
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AD
Natural Division: 9A
Year Constructed: 1962
USGS 75' Quad: GRANTFORK
Major River Basin: KASKASKIA
Inflowing Stream: E FK SILVER CR
Outflowing Stream: SAME>SILVER CR>KASK R
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 40
Conductivity (umhos): 252
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 78
pH: 8.0
Surface Area (ha): 239.1
Surface Area (acres): 573.8
Mean Depth (m): 3.203
Maximum Depth (m): 7.62
Shore Length (km): 28.373
Shoreline Dev. Index: 5.17
Watershed Area (ha): 12303
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 7663.74
Retention Time (yrs): 0.2
Volume Dev. Index: 1.26
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
6.106
3.261
1.5
152.4
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 201
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 4020
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/C/1 54 8
E/C/2 38 9
R/B/0 7
R/B/1 1
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Crappie Northern Pike
Bluegill Pumpkinseed
Bluntnose Minnow Redear Sunfish
Brown Bullhead Walleye
Carp Warmouth
Channel Catfish White Crappie
Fathead Minnow White Sucker
Gizzard Shad Yellow Bullhead
Green Sunfish Yellow Perch
Green Sunfish X Bluegill
Largemouth Bass
Longear Sunfish
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Habitat Codes
at/Substrate/Hard Covert:
Woody debris
Emergent vegetation
Rip rap
Open area
Docks
Retaining wall or dam face
Unknown
ate:
Mud or silt
E/C/1
E/C)II
El E/C/I
R/B/1
R/B/O""
Clay
Sand
Gravel
Rock or boulder
Unknown
over Rating:
woody debris and no docks.
woody debris with docks or
3% woody debris.
3% woody debris with many
:ks or 34-66% woody dcbns.
66% woody debris with many
docks or > 67% woody debris.
Data compiled by the Illinois
Natural History SurveyD')a;te 7 /10 /o9
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LAKE SPRINGFIELD
County: SANGAMON
Latitude: 394243
Longitude: 893613
Township: T15N
Range: R5W
Section: 12
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District: 11
IDOC Lake Number: 172
Storet Code: RE-A05-F
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 4B
Year Constructed: 1935
USGS 7.5' Quad: SPRINGFIELD E*/W/CHATHAM
Major River Basin: SANGAMON
Inflowing Stream: SUGAR CR/LICK CR
Outflowing Stream: SUGAR CR>SANGAMON R
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 43
Conductivity (umhos): 539
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 147
pH: 8.7
Surface Area (ha): 1582.1
Surface Area (acres): 3796.9
Mean Depth (m): 4.01
Maximum Depth (m): 7.92
Shore Length (km): 84.77
Shoreline Dev. Index: 6.01
Watershed Area (ha): 66924
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 63387.55
Retention Time (yrs): 0.4
Volume Dev. Index: 1.51
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
11.64
9.82
1.4
170.7
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 173
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 3569
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/C/1 10 1
R/B/1
R/C/1
R/B/0
T/U/0
W/C/1
39
5
25
1
21
17
9
1
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Bigmouth Buffalo Freshwater Drum
Black Buffalo Gizzard Shad
Black Bullhead Golden Redhorse
Black Crappie Golden Shiner
Black X White Crappie Green Sunfish
Bluegill Green Sunfish X Bluegill
Bluntnose Minnow Highfin Carpsucker
Brook Silverside Largemouth Bass
Bullhead Minnow Orangespotted Sunfish
Carp Pirate Perch
Channel Catfish Redear Sunfish
Flathead Catfish River Carpsucker
Smallmouth Buffalo
Threadfin Shad
Tiger Muskellunge
Walleye
White Bass
White Crappie
White Sucker
Yellow Bullhead
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
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2 = 1-33% woody debns with many
docks or 34-66% woody debris.
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docks or > 67% woody debris.
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STAUNTON CITY LAKE
County: MACOUPIN
Latitude: 390234
Longitude: 894643
Township: T7N
Range: R6W
Section: 17
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:12
IDOC Lake Number: 183
Storet Code: RJ-A02-A
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 9A
Year Constructed: 1926
USGS 7.5' Quad: GILLESPIE SOUTH
Major River Basin: MISS S CENT
Inflowing Stream: EAST CR
Outflowing Stream: EAST CR>CAHOKIA CR>MISS R
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 73
Conductivity (umhos): 346
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 128
pH: 8.0
Surface Area (ha): 35.0
Surface Area (acres): 84.0
Mean Depth (m): 3.56
Maximum Depth (m): 9.75
Shore Length (km): 5.71
Shoreline Dev. Index: 2.72
Watershed Area (ha): 953
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 1246.34
Retention Time (yrs): 0.5
Volume Dev. Index: 1.09
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
1.24
0.9
2.1
179.8
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 183
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 3855
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/C/1 95 73
O/C/0
T/U/0
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Crappie
Blackspotted Topminnow
Bluegill
Bowfin
Carp
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
Redear Sunfish
Warmouth
White Crappie
Yellow Bullhead
Yellow Perch
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
Notes and Comments:
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Mapping Method: Transect, outline from 7.5 mil
USGS topographic map
Date completed: 6/23/89
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Habitat: Substrate: Hard Cover Rating:
W = Woody debris M = Mud or silt 0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay 1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
R = Rip rap S = Sand 1-33% woody debris.
0 = Open area G = Gravel 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder or 34-66% woody debris.
T = Retaining wall or dam face U = Unknown 3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
U = Unknown or greater than 67% woody debnris.
Information compiled bv the Illinois Natural History Survey, completed 6/23/89N
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TECUMSEH LAKE
County: HARDIN
Latitude: 372830
Longitude: 882000
Township: T12S
Range: R8E
Section: 9
Year Constructed: 1970
USGS 75' Quad: ROSICLARE
Major River Basin: OHIO
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: INT>BIG
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 64
Conductivity (umhos): 47
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 130
pH: 6.4
IDOC Region: 5
IDOC District:17
IDOC Lake Number: 245
STORET Code:
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin:
Natural Division: 13B
CR>OHIO R
Surface Area (ha): 4.2
Surface Area (acres): 10.0
Mean Depth (m): 2.1
Maximum Depth (m): 4.27
Shore Length (km): 1.56
Shoreline Dev. Index: 2.15
Watershed Area (ha): 110
Storage Cap. (1000 m3 ): 3089.23
Retention Time (yrs):7.1
Volume Dev. Index: 1.47
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
0.32
0.26
2.9
121.9
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 193
Growing Deg. Days (500F base): 4306
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/C/0 10
E/C/1 20 20
O/C/0 24 24
W/C/1 19 19
W/C/2 28 28
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
N/A
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural HistorV Survey
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TECUMSEH LAKE
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W/C/2
Habitat
Habitat/Substrate
Habitat:
W = Woody d
E = Emergent
R = Rip rap
0 = Open are
D = Docks
T = Retaining
U = Unknowl
Substrate:
M = Mud or s
C = Clay
S = Sand
G = Gravel
B = Rock or i
U = Unknow
Hard Cover Ratii
A,- fvw ....- _A.. A_
ace
0 = uL-A woody deons anu no uCOCK.
1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
1-33% woody debris.
2 = 1-33% woody debris with many
docks or 34-66% woody debris
3 = 34-66% woody debris with many
docks or > 67% woody debris.
Data compiled by the Illinois
Natural History Survey
Date 5 /14 /90
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VANDALIA LAKE
County: FAYATTE
Latitude: 390045
Longitude: 890725
Township: T7N
Range: R1E
Section: 1W
IDOC Region: 5
IDOC District:14
IDOC Lake Number: 217
Storet Code: RO-B03-D
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 9A
Year Constructed: 1967
USGS 7.5' Quad: VERA*/BINGHAM*
Major River Basin: KASKASKIA
Inflowing Stream: BEAR CR
Outflowing Stream: SAME>KASKASKIA R
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 81
Conductivity (umhos): 214
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 76
pH: 7.9
Surface Area (ha): 269.2
Surface Area (acres): 646.0
Mean Depth (m): 3.19
Maximum Depth (m): 9.45
Shore Length (km): 39.34
Shoreline Dev. Index: 6.76
Watershed Area (ha): 6879
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 8598.57
Retention Time (yrs): 0.6
Volume Dev. Index: 1.01
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
4.26
3.84
1.1
160.0
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 171
Growing Deg. Days (50 0F base): 3611
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
D/C/1 1
E/C/0
R/C/1
R/B/1
T/C/1
T/U/0
T/C/0
W/C/1
W/C/2
12
3
15
10
1
2
45
11
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead Redear Sunfish
Bluegill Warmouth
Carp White Crappie
Channel Catfish Yellow Bullhead
Gizzard Shad
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Hybrid Striped Bass
Largemouth Bass
Longear Sunfish
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survev
Notes and Comments:
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Map Source: Illinois Natural History Survey
Mapping Method: Transect, outline from 7.5 min.
USGS topographic map
Date completed: 7/90
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Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover
Habitat:
W = Woody debris
E = Emergent vegetation
R = Rip rap
0 = Open area
D = Docks
T = Retaining wall or dam face
U = Unknown
Substrate:
M = Mud or silt
C = Clay
S = Sand
G = Gravel
B = Rock or boulder
U = Unknown
Hard Cover Rating:
0 = 0% woody debns and no docks.
1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
1-33% woody debns.
2 = 1-33% woody debns with many
docks or 34-66% woody debris.
3 = 34-66% woody debris with many
docks or > 67% woody debns.
Data compiled by the Illinois
Natural History Survey
Date 7/90
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VERNOR LAKE
County: RICHLAND
Latitude: 384546
Longitude: 880609
Township: T4N
Range: R10E
Section: 21,22
IDOC Region: 5
IDOC District:15
IDOC Lake Number: 1108
Storet Code: RC-AO9-A
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 9B
Surface Area (ha): 16.1
Surface Area (acres): 38.7
Mean Depth (m): 4.11
Maximum Depth (m): 9.45
Shore Length (km): 4.11
Shoreline Dev. Index: 2.88
Year Constructed: 1927
USGS 7.5' Quad: DUNDAS
Major River Basin: WABASH
Inflowing Stream: NONE
Outflowing Stream: INT>FOX R>L WAB>WABASH R
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 175
Conductivity (umhos):
Total Alkalinity (mg/1):
pH:
Watershed Area (ha): 121
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 664.43
Retention Time (yrs): 1.8
Volume Dev. Index: 1.3
Maximum Length (km): 0.67
Maximum Width (km): 1.13
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 1.75
Pool Elevation (m msl): 137.3
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 206
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 4292
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
D/C/1 51 30
R/B/0 15 15
W/B/3
W/C/3
W/S/1
4
9
20
4
9
20
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Crappie
Bluegill
Bluegill X Longear
Carp
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
Longear Sunfish
Redear Sunfish
Warmouth
Yellow Bullhead
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
Notes and Comments:
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Data compiled by the Illinois
Natural History Survey
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VIRGINIA CITY RESERVOIR
County: CASS
Latitude: 395816
Longitude: 901216
Township: T18N
Range: R10W
Section: 34
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:11
IDOC Lake Number: 2100
Storet Code: RE-B06-O
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 4B
Surface Area (ha): 8.9
Surface Area (acres): 21.3
Mean Depth (m): 2.26
Maximum Depth (m): 5.18
Shore Length (km): 4.22
Shoreline Dev. Index: 4
Year Constructed: 1933
USGS 75' Quad: VIRGINIA
Major River Basin: SANGAMON
Inflowing Stream: TRIBS
Outflowing Stream: TRIB>JOBS CR>SANGAMON R>ILL R
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 49
Conductivity (umhos): 510
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 164
pH: 8.0
Watershed Area (ha): 206
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 200.46
Retention Time (yrs): 0.4
Volume Dev. Index: 1.3
Maximum Length (km): 0.62
Maximum Width (km): 0.67
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 2.18
Pool Elevation (m msl): 176.5
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 179
Growing Deg. Days (500 F base): 3555
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofi g
.T/C/0
W/C/3 98 47
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead
Bluegill
Carp
Channel Catfish
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Green Sunfish X Bluegill
Largemouth Bass
Redear Sunfish
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2)
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Habitat Codes (given as a three character code: Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover)
Habitat: Substrate: Hard Cover Rating:
W = Woody debris M = Mud or silt 0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay 1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
R = Rip rap S = Sand 1-33% woody debris.
0 = Open area G = Gravel 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder or 34-66% woody debris.
T = Retaining wall or dam face U = Unknown 3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
U = Unknown or greater than 67% woody debris.
Information compiled by the Illinois Natural History Survey, completed 8/25/88
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WALTON PARK LAKE
County: MONTGOMERY
Latitude: 390924
Longitude: 893921
Township: T8N
Range: R5W
Section: 9
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:12
IDOC Lake Number: 1104
Storet Code:
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AD
Natural Division: 9A
Year Constructed: 1870
USGS 7.5' Quad: LITCHFIELD
Major River Basin: KASKASKIA R
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: LONG BR>SHOAL CR>KASK R>MISS
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 40
Conductivity (umhos): 344
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 110
pH: 8.1
Surface Area (ha): 12.4
Surface Area (acres): 29.7
Mean Depth (m): 1.64
Maximum Depth (m): 3.66
Shore Length (km): 3.89
Shoreline Dev. Index: 3.11
Watershed Area (ha): 527
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 202.56
Retention Time (yrs): 0.2
Volume Dev. Index: 1.34
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
0.94
0.6
1.8
201.8
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 183
Growing Deg. Days (500F base): 3855
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
R/B/0 4 4
T/U/0
W/C/1
W/C/2
W/C/3
37
27
31
10
21
22
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Bluegill
Carp
Channel Catfish
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
Redear Sunfish
Yellow Bullhead
[auatic Ecoloay Technical ReDort 93/9 (2) Illinois Natural History SurveyAusten et al.
Notes and Comments:
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Habitat Codes (given as a three character code: Habitat/SuDstrate/Hara Cover)
Habitat: Substrate: Hard Cover Rating:
W = Woody debris M = Mud or silt 0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay 1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
R = Rip rap S = Sand 1-33% woody debris.
0 = Open area G = Gravel 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder or 34-66% woody debris.
T = Retaining wall or dam face U = Unknown 3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
U = Unknown or greater than 67% woody debris.
Information compiled by the Illinois Natural History Survey, completed 12/8/88
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WASHINGTON COUNTY LAKE
County: WASHINGTON
Latitude: 381610
Longitude: 892137
Township: T3S
Range: R2W
Section: 18
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:13
IDOC Lake Number: 197
Storet Code: RN-A04-M
IDOC Lake Class: ST
Lake Origin: AD
Natural Division: 9B
Year Constructed: 1961
USGS 7.5' Quad: BEAUCOUP
Major River Basin: BIG MUDDY
Inflowing Stream: LOCUST CR
Outflowing Stream: SAME>BEAUCOUP CR>BG MUDDY>MISS
Typical Water Chemistry.
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 59
Conductivity (umhos): 305
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 99
pH: 8.3
Surface Area (ha): 125.5
Surface Area (acres): 301.2
Mean Depth (m): 5.56
Maximum Depth (m): 6.71
Shore Length (km): 23.47
Shoreline Dev. Index: 5.91
Watershed Area (ha): 2752
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 3214.32
Retention Time (yrs): 0.4
Volume Dev. Index: 1.14
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
3.32
1.96
1.74
146.6
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 193
Growing Deg. Days (50 0F base): 4071
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/C/1 97 47
E/C/2 1 1
R/B/0 1 1
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Blackstripe Topminnow
Bluegill
Bowfin
Carp
Channel Catfish
Gizzard Shad
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Largemouth Bass
Redear Sunfish
Threadfin Shad
Warmouth
White Crappie
Yellow Bullhead
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
Notes and Comments:
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Habitat Codes
abitat/Substrate/Hard Cover
bitat:
= Woody debris
= Emergent vegetation
= Rip rap
= Open area
= Docks
= Retaining wall or dam face
= Unknown
bstrate:
= Mud or silt
= Clay
= Sand
= Gravel
= Rock or boulder
= Unknown
*d Cover Rating:
0%C7 wr//, d ^ l d _-1 d d kr
vi/C yWjuuy u) Cil ojIU nu UULacs.
0% woody debris with docks or
1-33% woody debris.
2 = 1-33% woody debris with many
docks or 34-66% woody debris.
3 = 34-66% woody debris with many
docks or > 67% woody debris.
Data compiled by the Illinois
Natural History Survey
Date: September 27 1988 j
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WAVERLY LAKE
County: MORGAN
Latitude: 393603
Longitude: 900033
Township: T13N
Range: R8W
Section: 5
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:11
IDOC Lake Number: 520
Storet Code: SD-B06-C
IDOC Lake Class: PU
Lake Origin: AA
Natural Division: 7B
Year Constructed: 1938
USGS 75' Quad: FRANKLEN
Major River Basin: ILLINOIS
Inflowing Stream: TRIBS
Outflowing Stream: WOODS CR>APPLE CR>ILL R
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 59
Conductivity (umhos): 429
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 163
pH: 7.4
Surface Area (ha): 46.6
Surface Area (acres): 111.9
Mean Depth (m): 2.2
Maximum Depth (m): 4.88
Shore Length (km): 15.54
Shoreline Dev. Index: 6.42
Watershed Area (ha): 2393
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 415.61
Retention Time (yrs): 0.1
Volume Dev. Index: 1.35
Maximum Length (km):
Maximum Width (km):
Inshore Mean Depth (m):
Pool Elevation (m msl):
2.89
2.01
2
190
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 176
Growing Deg. Days (50°F base): 3822
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
D/C/1 1 1
T/U/0
W/C/3
W/C/2
W/G/1
W/C/1
51
12
1
35
11
9
1
11
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead Warmouth
Black Crappie White Crappie
Bluegill White Sucker
Carp Yellow Bullhead
Channel Catfish
Freshwater Drum
Gizzard Shad
Golden Shiner
Green Sunfish
Green Sunfish X Bluegill
Largemouth Bass
Redear Sunfish
Aquatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
Notes and Comments:
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WILDWOOD LAKE
County: BROWN
Latitude: 410444
Longitude: 891702
Township: T2S
Range: R4W
Section: 21
IDOC Region: 4
IDOC District:10
IDOC Lake Number:
Storet Code: RD-B03-K
IDOC Lake Class: PR
Lake Origin:
Natural Division: 7A
Surface Area (ha): 14.7
Surface Area (acres): 35.4
Mean Depth (m): 4.55
Maximum Depth (m): 10.97
Shore Length (km): 5.44
Shoreline Dev. Index: 3.99
Year Constructed: 1977
USGS 7.5' Quad: MT STERLING/PERRY WEST
Major River Basin: ILLINOIS
Inflowing Stream: INT
Outflowing Stream: INT>LIL MISSOURI>LAMOLINE>ILL
Typical Water Chemistry:
Secchi Disk Depth (cm): 213
Conductivity (umhos): 235
Total Alkalinity (mg/1): 70
pH: 7.4
Watershed Area (ha): 172
Storage Cap. (1000 m3): 670.72
Retention Time (yrs): 1.8
Volume Dev. Index: 1.24
Maximum Length (km): 0.833
Maximum Width (km): 0.787
Inshore Mean Depth (m): 3.4
Pool Elevation (m msl): 213.4
Climatic Information:
Growing Season (days): 172
Growing Deg. Days (50 0F base): 3233
Habitat Description as a Proportion of Total Shoreline and Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
Percent of Percent of Total Shoreline
Habitat Type Total Shoreline Sampled by Electrofishing
E/C/0 3 3
O/C/0 2 2
O/C/1 3 3
O/S/0
T/U/0
W/C/2
W/C/1
1
2
12
77
1
2
12
77
Fish Species Present in Lake (based on IDOC sampling):
Black Bullhead
Bluegill
Carp
Channel Catfish
Green Sunfish X Bluegill
Largemouth Bass
Redear Sunfish
Aauatic Ecology Technical Report 93/9 (2) Austen et al. Illinois Natural History Survey
Notes and Comments:
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Habitat Codes (given as a three character code: Habitat/Substrate/Hard Cover)
Habitat: Substrate: Hard Cover Rating:
W = Woody debris M = Mud or silt 0 = 0% woody debris and no docks.
E = Emergent vegetation C = Clay 1 = 0% woody debris with docks or
R = Rip rap S = Sand 1-33% woody debris.
0 = Open area G = Gravel 2 = 1-33% woody debris with many docks
D = Docks B = Rock or boulder or 34-66% woody debris.
T = Retaining wall or dam face U = Unknown 3 = 34-66% woody debris with many docks
U = Unknown or greater than 67% woody debris.
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